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Abstract
The kth-power of a given graph G “ pV,Eq is obtained from G by adding an edge between
every two distinct vertices at a distance ď k in G. We call G a k-Steiner power if it is an induced
subgraph of the kth-power of some tree. Our main contribution is a polynomial-time recognition
algorithm of 4-Steiner powers, thereby extending the decade-year-old results of (Lin, Kearney
and Jiang, ISAAC’00) for k “ 1, 2 and (Chang and Ko, WG’07) for k “ 3. Our motivation for
studying the k-Steiner powers comes from the following open problem in the graph literature.
A graph G is termed k-leaf power if there is some tree T such that: all vertices in V pGq are
leaf-nodes of T, and G is an induced subgraph of the kth-power of T. As a byproduct of our main
result, we give the first known polynomial-time recognition algorithm for 6-leaf powers. Our
work combines several new algorithmic ideas that help us overcome the previous limitations on
the usual dynamic programming approach for these problems. We expect several components
of this new framework to be further used in the recognition of k-leaf powers, k-Steiner powers
and related graph classes.
1 Introduction
A basic problem in computational biology is, given some set of species and a dissimilarity measure
in order to compare them, find a phylogenetic tree that explains their respective evolution. Namely,
such a rooted tree starts from a common ancestor and branches every time there is a separation
between at least two of the species we consider. In the end, the leaves of the phylogenetic tree should
exactly represent our given set of species. Standard formulations of this problem are NP-hard to
solve [BFW92, Ste92]. We here study a related problem whose complexity status remains open.
Specifically, a common assumption in the literature is that our dissimilarity measure can only tell
us whether the separation between two given species has occurred quite recently. Let G “ pV,Eq
be a graph whose vertices are the species we consider and such that an edge represents two species
with a quite “close” common ancestor according to the dissimilarity measure. Formally, given some
fixed k ě 1, we ask whether there exists some tree T whose leaf-nodes are exactly V and such that
there is an edge uv in E if and only if the two corresponding nodes in T are at a distance ď k. This
is called the k-Leaf Power problem [NRT02].
The structural properties of k-leaf powers (i.e., graphs for which a tree as above exists) have been
intensively studied [BPP10, BH08, BHMW10, BL06, BLS08, BLR09, WB09, CFM11, DGHN06,
DGHN08, DGN05, KLY06, KKLY10, Laf17, NR16, Rau06]. From the algorithmic point of view,
k-leaf powers are a subclass of bounded clique-width graphs, and many NP-hard problems can be
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solved efficiently for these graphs [FMR`08, GW07]. However, the computational complexity of
recognizing k-leaf powers is a longstanding open problem. Very recently, parameterized (FPT)
algorithms were proposed for every fixed k on the graphs with degeneracy at most d, where the
parameter is k ` d [EH18]. Without this additional restriction on the degeneracy of the graphs,
polynomial-time recognition algorithms are known only for k ď 5 [BL06, BLS08, CK07]. It is
noteworthy that every algorithmic improvement for this problem, while bringing several new im-
portant insights on the structure of leaf powers, has been incredibly hard to generalize to larger
values of k. We contribute to this frustrating chain of improvements by providing the first known
polynomial-time recognition algorithm for 6-leaf powers.
Theorem A. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that given a graph G “ pV,Eq, correctly decides
whether G is a 6-leaf power (and if so, outputs a corresponding tree T).
Proving this above Theorem A, while it may look like a modest improvement in our under-
standing of the k-Leaf Power problem, was technically challenging. We will further sketch in
Section 1.1 why the previous approach for k-Leaf Power, k ď 5, was already showing its limita-
tions with 6-Leaf Power. Apart from pushing further the tractable cases for an important open
problem in the graph literature, we believe that one of the main merits of our paper is to bring
several new ideas in order to tackle with these aforementioned limitations. As such, we expect
further uses of our new framework in the study of k-leaf powers and their relatives.
Several variations of k-leaf powers were introduced in the literature [BLR10, BW10, CK07,
HT10, JKL00]. In this work, we consider k-Steiner powers: a natural relaxation of k-leaf powers
where the vertices in the graph may also be internal nodes in the tree T. Interestingly, for every
k ě 3, the notions of k-leaf powers and pk´ 2q-Steiner powers are equivalent for a twin-free graph.
The latter implies a linear-time reduction from k-Leaf Power to pk´2q-Steiner Power [BLS08].
Furthermore, there exist polynomial-time recognition algorithms for k-Steiner powers, for every
k ď 3 [CK07, JKL00]. As our main contribution in the paper we obtain the first improvement on
the recognition of k-Steiner powers in a decade. Specifically we prove that there is a polynomial-time
recognition algorithm for the 4-Steiner powers.
Theorem B. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that given a graph G “ pV,Eq, correctly decides
whether G is a 4-Steiner power (and if so, outputs a corresponding tree T).
Note that Theorem A follows from the combination of Theorem B with the aforementioned
reduction from k-Leaf Power to pk´ 2q-Steiner Power [BLS08]. Hence, the remaining of this
paper is devoted to a polynomial-time solution for 4-Steiner Power. We think that our general
approach (presented next) could be generalized to larger values of k. However, this would first
require to strenghten the structure theorems we use in this paper and probably to find less intricate
proofs for some of our intermediate statements.
Before we can introduce our technical contributions in this paper, we must explain in Sec. 1.1 the
dynamic programming approach behind the k-Steiner power recognition algorithms, for k ď 3, and
why it is so hard to apply this approach to 4-Steiner Power. Doing so, we identify Obstacles O1
and O2 as the two main issues to fix in order to prove Theorem B. Then in Sec. 1.2, we briefly
summarize our proposed solutions for Obstacles O1 and O2 while presenting the organization of
the technical sections of this paper.
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1.1 The difficulties of a dynamic programming approach
We refer to Sec. 2 for any undefined graph-theoretic terminology in this introduction. In what
follows we give a high-level overview of our approach, that we compare to prior work on k-Steiner
Power and k-Leaf Power. As our starting point we restrict our study to chordal graphs and
strongly chordal graphs, that are two well-known classes in algorithmic graph theory of which k-
Steiner powers form a particular subclass [ABNT16]. Doing so, we can use various properties of
these classes of graphs such as: the existence of a tree-like representation of chordal graphs, that is
called a clique-tree [BP93] and is commonly used in the design of dynamic programming algorithms
on this class of graphs; and an auxiliary data structure which is called “clique arrangement” and is
polynomial-time computable on strongly chordal graphs [NR16]. Roughly, this clique arrangement
encodes all possible intersections of a subset of maximal cliques in a graph. It is worth noticing
that clique arrangements were introduced in the same paper as leaf powers, under the different
name of “clique graph” [NRT02].
Our first result is that every maximal clique, minimal separator and, more generally, any inter-
section X of maximal cliques in a k-Steiner power must be contained in an Opk ¨ |X|q-node subtree
with very specific properties – detailed next in Sec. 1.2 – of the tree T we aim at computing. This
result extends to any k the structural results that were presented in [CK07] for k ď 3, and it is a
prerequisite for the design of a dynamic programming algorithm on a clique-tree. Unfortunately,
as the value of k increases it becomes more and more difficult to derive from such structural results
a polynomial-time recognition algorithm for k-Steiner powers. Our proposed solutions for k “ 4
are quite different from those used in the previous works on k-Steiner powers [CK07, JKL00] which
results in an embarrassingly long and intricate proof.
To give a flavour of the difficulties we met, we consider the following common situation in a
dynamic programming algorithm on chordal graphs. Given a graph G “ pV,Eq, let S be a minimal
separator of G and C be a full component of GzS (i.e., such that every vertex in S has a neighbour
in C). If G is a k-Steiner power then, so must be the induced subgraph GrCYSs. We want to store
the partial solutions obtained for GrC Y Ss, as at least one of them should be extendible to all of
G (otherwise, G is not a k-Steiner power). However, for doing so efficiently we must overcome the
following two obstacles:
- There may be exponentially many partial solutions already when GrC Y Ss is a complete
subgraph and k ě 3. Therefore, we cannot afford to store all possible solutions explicitly.
Nevertheless it seems at the minimum we need to keep the part of these solutions which
contains S: in order to be able to check later whether the solutions found for GrC Y Ss can
be extended to all of G. We will prove in this paper that such a part TxSy of the partial
solutions is a subtree of diameter at most k ´ 1, and so, there may be exponentially many
possibilities to store whenever k ě 4.
Obstacle O1. Decrease the number of possibilities to store for TxSy to a polynomial.
- Furthermore, since there can be no edge between C and V z pC Y Sq, the tree T that we want
to compute for G must satisfy that all vertices in C stay at a distance ě k ` 1 from all
vertices in V zpS Y Cq. In order to ensure this will be the case, we wish to store a “distance
profile” pdistTpr, CqqrPV pTxSyq in the encoding of all the partial solutions found for GrC Y Ss.
Storing this information would result in a combinatorial explosion of the number of possible
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encodings, even if there are only a few possibilities for the subtree TxSy. Chang and Ko
proposed two nice “heuristic rules” in order to overcome this distance issue for k “ 3 [CK07].
Unfortunately, these rules do not easily generalize to larger values of k.
Obstacle O2. For any fixed TxSy, decrease the number of possibilities to store for the “dis-
tance profiles” to a polynomial.
In order to derive a polynomial-time algorithm for the case k “ 4, we further restrict the
structural properties of the “useful” partial solutions we need to store. This is done by carefully
analysing the relationships between the structure of these solutions and the intersections between
maximal cliques in the graph. Perhaps surprisingly, we need to combine these stronger properties
on the partial solutions with several other tricks so as to bound the number of partial solutions
that we need to store by a polynomial (e.g., we also impose local properties on the clique-tree we
use, and we introduce a new greedy selection procedure based on graph matchings).
1.2 Organization of the paper
We give the required graph-theoretic terminology for this paper in Section 2. We emphasize on
Section 2.3: where we also provide a more detailed presentation of our algorithm, as a guideline for
all the other sections.
Given a k-Steiner power G, let us call k-Steiner root a corresponding tree T. In Sections 3
and 4 we present new results on the structure of k-Steiner roots that we use in the analysis of
our algorithm. Specifically, we show in Section 3 that any intersection of maximal cliques in a
graph G must induce a particular subtree in any of its k-Steiner roots T where no other vertex
of G can be present. Furthermore, the inclusion relationships between these “clique-intersections”
in G are somewhat reflected by the diameter of their corresponding subtrees in T. An intriguing
consequence of our results is that, in any k-Steiner power, there can be no chain of more than
k minimal separators ordered by inclusion. This slightly generalizes a similar result obtained
in [NRT02] for k-leaf powers.
Then, we partly complete this above picture in Section 4 for the case k “ 4. For every clique-
intersection X in a chordal graph G, we classify the vertices in X into two main categories: “free”
and ”constrained”, that depend on the other clique-intersections these vertices are contained into.
Our study shows that “free” vertices cause a combinatorial explosion of the number of partial
solutions we should store in a naive dynamic programming algorithm. However, on the positive
side we prove that there always exists a “well-structured” 4-Steiner root where such free vertices
are leaves with very special properties. This result will be instrumental in ruling out Obstacle O1.
Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 are devoted to the main steps of the algorithm. We start presenting a
constructive proof of a rooted clique-tree with quite constrained properties in Section 5. Roughly
we carefully control the ancestor/descendant relationships between the edges that are labelled by
different minimal separators of the graph. These technicalities are the cornerstone of our approach
in Section 3 in order to bound the number of “distance profiles” which we need to account in our
dynamic programming (cf. Obstacle O2).
Then in Section 6, we completely rule out Obstacle O1 — in fact, we solve a more general
subproblem. For that, let TG be the rooted clique-tree of Section 5. Recall that the maximal
cliques and the minimal separators of G can be mapped to the nodes and edges of TG, respectively.
We precompute by dynamic programming, for every node and edge in TG, a family of all the
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potential subtrees to which the corresponding clique-intersection of G could be mapped in some
well-structured 4-Steiner root of G. Of particular importance is Section 6.1 where for any minimal
separator S, we give a polynomial-time algorithm in order to generate all the candidate smallest
subtrees into which S can be contained in a 4-Steiner root of G. The result is then easily extended
to the maximal cliques that appear as leaves in our clique-tree (Section 6.2). Correctness of these
two first parts follows from Sec. 4. Finally, in Section 6.3 we give a more complicated representation
of a family of candidate subtrees TxKiy for all the other maximal cliques Ki. This part is based
on a careful analysis of clique-intersections in Ki and several additional tricks. Roughly, our
representation in Sec. 6.1 is composed of partially constructed subtrees and of “problematic” subsets
that need to be inserted to these subtrees in order to complete the construction. The exact way
these insertions must be done is postponed until the very end of the algorithm (Sec. 8).
Section 7 is devoted to the “distance profiles” of partial solutions and how to overcome Ob-
stacle O2. Specifically, instead of computing partial solutions at each node of the clique-tree and
storing their encodings, we rather pre-compute a polynomial-size subset of imposed encodings for
each node. Then, the problem becomes to decide whether given such an imposed encoding, there
exists a corresponding partial solution. We formalize our approach by introducing an intermediate
problem where the goal is to compute a 4-Steiner root with additional constraints on its structure
and the distances between some sets of nodes.
Finally, we detail in Section 8 the resolution of our intermediate problem, thereby completing
the presentation of our algorithm. An all new contribution in this part is a greedy procedure, based
on Maximum-Weight Matching, in order to ensure some distances’ constraints are satisfied by
the solutions we generate during the algorithm. Interestingly, this procedure is very close in spirit
to the implementation of the alldifferent constraint in constraint programming [Re´g94].
Due to the intricacy of our proofs we gave up optimizing the runtime of our algorithm. We will
only provide enough arguments in order to show it is polynomial.
We end up this paper in Section 9 with some ideas for future work.
2 Preliminaries
We refer to [BM08] for any undefined graph terminology. All graphs in this study are finite, simple
(hence, with neither loops nor multiple edges), unweighted and connected – unless stated otherwise.
Given a graph G “ pV,Eq, let n :“ |V | and m :“ |E|. The neighbourhood of a vertex v P V is
defined as NGpvq :“ tu P V | uv P Eu. By extension, we define the neighbourhood of a set S Ď V
as NGpSq :“ pŤvPS NGpvqq zS. The subgraph induced by any subset U Ď V is denoted by GrU s.
For every u, v P V , we denote by distGpu, vq the minimum length (number of edges) of a
uv-path. The eccentricity of vertex v is defined as eccGpvq :“ maxuPV distGpu, vq. The radius
and the diameter of G are defined, respectively, as radpGq :“ minvPV eccGpvq and diampGq :“
maxvPV eccGpvq. We denote by C pGq the center of G, a.k.a. the vertices with minimum eccentricity.
2.1 Problems considered
The kth-power of G, denoted Gk has same vertex-set V as G and edge-set tuv | 0 ă distGpu, vq ď ku.
We call G a k-Steiner power if there is some tree T such that G is an induced subgraph of T k.
Conversely, T is called a k-Steiner root of G. If in addition, G has a k-Steiner root where all vertices
in V are leaves (degree-one nodes) then, we call G a k-leaf power.
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Figure 1: Two Steiner-equivalent trees. Cycles and rectangles represent real and Steiner nodes,
respectively.
Problem 1 (k-Steiner Power).
Input: A graph G “ pV,Eq.
Output: Is G a k-Steiner power?
Problem 2 (k-Leaf Power).
Input: A graph G “ pV,Eq.
Question: Is G a k-leaf power?
Theorem 2.1 ( [BLS08]). There is a linear-time reduction from k-Leaf Power to pk´2q-Steiner
Power for every k ě 3.
If T is any k-Steiner root of G then, nodes in V pGq are called real, whereas nodes in V pTqzV pGq
are called Steiner. We so define, for any S Ď V pTq (for any subtree T 1 Ď T, resp.):
RealpSq :“ S X V pGq and SteinerpSq :“ SzV pGq
(we define RealpT 1q :“ RealpV pT 1qq and SteinerpT 1q “ SteinerpV pT 1qq, resp.).
Note that throughout all this paper we consider two (sub)trees being equivalent if they are
equal up to an appropriate identification of their Steiner nodes, namely (see also Fig. 1):
Definition 2.1. Given G “ pV,Eq, we call any two trees T, T 1 Steiner-equivalent, denoted T ”G T 1,
if and only if RealpTq “ RealpT 1q “ S and there exists an isomorphism ι : V pTq Ñ V pT 1q such that
ιpvq “ v for any v P S.
Finally, given a node-subset X Ď V pTq, TxXy is the smallest subtree of T such that X Ď
V pTxXyq. Note that for a vertex-subset X Ď V , this is the smallest subtree of T such that
X Ď RealpTxXyq. Furthermore we observe T rXs Ď TxXy, with equality if and only if T rXs is
connected.
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2.2 Algorithmic tool-kit: (Strongly) Chordal graphs
Given G “ pV,Eq, we call it a chordal graph if every induced cycle in G is a triangle. If in addition,
for every cycle of even length in G, there exists a chord between two vertices at an odd distance (ą 1)
apart from each other in the cycle then, G is termed strongly chordal. Chordal graphs and strongly
chordal graphs can be recognized in Opmq-time and Opm log nq-time, respectively [PT87, RTL76].
The following property is well-known:
Theorem 2.2 ( [ABNT16]). For every k ě 1, every k-Steiner power is a strongly chordal graph.
Minimal separators and Clique-tree. Our main algorithmic tool in this paper is a clique-tree
of G, defined as a tree TG whose nodes are the maximal cliques of G and such that for every v P V ,
the maximal cliques containing v induce a subtree of TG.
Theorem 2.3 ( [BP93]). A graph G “ pV,Eq is chordal if and only if it has a clique-tree. Moreover
if G is chordal then, we can construct a clique-tree for G in Opmq-time.
An uv-separator is a subset S Ď V ztu, vu such that u and v are disconnected in GzS. If in
addition, no strict subset of S is an uv-separator then, S is a minimal uv-separator. A minimal
separator of G is a minimal uv-separator for some u, v P V . It is known that any minimal separator
in a chordal graph G is the intersection of two distinct maximal cliques of G. Specifically, the
following stronger relationship holds between minimal separators and clique-trees:
Theorem 2.4 ( [BP93]). Given G “ pV,Eq chordal, any of its clique-trees TG satisfies the following
properties:
• For every edge KiKj P EpTGq, Ki XKj is a minimal separator;
• Conversely, for every minimal separator S of G, there exist two maximal cliques Ki,Kj such
that KiKj P EpTGq and Ki XKj “ S.
Based on the above theorem, we can define ES pTGq :“ tKiKj P EpTGq | Ki XKj “ Su. The
cardinality |ES pTGq | of this subset does not depend on TG [BP93]. We sometimes say that edges
in ES pTGq are labeled by S.
A rooted clique-tree of G is obtained from any clique-tree TG by identifying an arbitrary maximal
clique K0 as its root. Let pKq,Kq´1, . . . ,K1,K0q be a postordering of TG (obtained by depth-first
search). For any i ą 0, we define Kppiq as the father node of Ki. The common intersection of Ki
with its father node is the minimal separator Si :“ KiXKppiq. By convention, we set S0 :“ H. We
refer to Fig. 2 for an illustration.
We define T iG as the subtree rooted at Ki, and let Gi be the subgraph induced by all the maximal
cliques in V pT iGq. In particular, we have T 0G “ TG and G0 “ G. We also define Vi :“ V pGiq and
Wi :“ VizSi as shorthands. We will use these above notations for rooted clique-trees throughout
the remaining of our paper.
Clique arrangement. We introduce a common generalization of both maximal cliques and min-
imal separators, that will play a key role in our analysis. Specifically, a clique-intersection in G is
the intersection of a subset of maximal cliques in G. The family of all clique-intersections in G is
denoted by X pGq. For strongly chordal graphs, it is known [NR15] that every clique-intersection is
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Figure 2: A chordal graph G (left) and a rooted clique-tree TG (right).
the intersection of at most two maximal cliques. In particular, a (nonempty) clique-intersection of
a given strongly chordal G is either: a maximal clique; or a minimal separator; or a weak minimal
separator – i.e., whose removal strictly increases the distance between two vertices that remain in
the graph (see [McK11]). We denote by K pGq ,S pGq andW pGq the subfamilies of all the maximal
cliques, minimal separators and weak minimal separators of G, respectively.
The clique arrangement of G is the inclusion (directed) graph of the clique-intersections of G.
That is, there is a node for every clique-intersection, and there is an arc from X to X 1 if and only
if we have X Ď X 1.
Theorem 2.5 ( [NR15]). Given G “ pV,Eq strongly chordal, the clique arrangement of G can be
constructed in Opm log nq-time.
2.3 Highlights of the algorithm
The remaining of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem B. By Theorem 2.1, this will also
imply Theorem A. We start sketching our algorithm below in order to guide the readers throughout
the next sections. Its analysis is based on the structure theorems in Sections 3 and 4. Perhaps
surprisingly, we need several tricks in order to keep the running time of this algorithm polynomial.
S.0 (Initialization.) Given G “ pV,Eq, we check whether G is strongly chordal. If this is not
the case then, by Theorem 2.2, G cannot be a k-Steiner power for any k ě 1, and we
stop. Otherwise by Theorem 2.5 we can compute the clique-arrangement of G in polynomial
time. Throughout all the remaining sections, we implicitly use the fact that we can access in
polynomial time to the clique-arrangement of G. We will also assume in what follows that G
is not a complete graph (otherwise, G is trivially a k-Steiner power for any k, and so we also
stop in this case).
S.1 (Construction of the rooted clique-tree.) We construct a clique-tree TG of G that we root
in some K0 P K pGq. This clique tree must satisfy very specific properties of which we
postpone the precise statement until Section 5. In order to give the main intuition behind
this construction, let us consider an arbitrary maximal clique Ki that is not the root (i.e.,
i ą 0). Roughly, we would like to minimize the number of minimal separators in Gi to which
the vertices in Si :“ KiXKppiq belong to. Indeed, doing so will help in bounding the number
of possible partial solutions that we will need to consider for processing the father node Kppiq
of Ki. More specifically, for every descendant Kj of Ki in TG we would like to impose Sj Ę Si
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and Si Ę Sj . However, both objectives are conflicting and so, we need to find a trade-off.
The technical motivations behind our choices will be further explained in Sections 7 and 8.
S.2 (Candidate set generation.) This step exploits a result of Section 3 which states that, for
any 4-Steiner root T of G and for any clique-intersection X, we have RealpTxXyq “ X.
Equivalently, this result says that in the smallest subtree containing X there can be no other
real nodes than those in X. Then, our goal is, for every X P X pGq, to compute a polynomial-
size family TX of “candidate subtrees” whose real nodes are exactly X. Intuitively, TX should
contain all possibilities for TxXy in a “well-structured” 4-Steiner root T (such a root must
satisfy additional properties given in Sec. 4). Note that in practice, we only need to compute
this above family for minimal separators and maximal cliques.
• In Section 6.1 we present an algorithm for computing the collection pTSqSPSpGq for the
minimal separators. This algorithm serves as a brick-basis construction for computing
all the other families.
• Then, we consider in Section 6.2 the maximal cliques Ki that are leaf-nodes of TG. We
use the well-known property that all vertices in KizSi are simplicial in order to generalize
the algorithm of the previous section to this new case.
• Finally, we consider the maximal cliques Ki that are internal nodes of TG (Section 6.3).
Unsurprisingly, several new difficulties arise in the construction of TKi . Our bottleneck
is solving the following subproblem: compute (up to Steiner equivalence) all possible
central nodes and their neighbourhood in any subtree TxKiy of diameter four. We solved
this subproblem in most situations, e.g., when there is a minimal separator S Ď Ki such
that TxSy must be a bistar (diameter-three subtree). However in some other situations
we failed to do so. That left us with some “problematic subsets” called thin branches:
with exponentially many possible ways to include them in candidate subtrees. As a
way to circumvent this combinatorial explosion, we also include in TKi some partially
constructed subtrees where the thin branches are omitted. We will greedily decide how
to include the thin branches in these subtrees (i.e., how to complete the construction)
at Step S.4.
Correctness of this part mostly follows from our structure theorem of Section 4.
S.3 (Selection of the encodings.) For the remaining of the algorithm, let pKq,Kq´1, . . . ,K0q be
a post-ordering of the maximal cliques (i.e., obtained by depth-first-search traversal of TG).
We consider the maximal cliques Ki P K pGq sequentially, from i “ q downto i “ 0. Indeed if
G is a 4-Steiner power then (by hereditarity), so is the subgraph Gi “ pVi, Eiq that is induced
by all the maximal cliques in the subtree T iG rooted at Ki. Steps S.3 and S.4 are devoted to
the computation of a subset Ti of 4-Steiner roots for Gi. Specifically, for any 4-Steiner root
Ti of Gi we define the following encoding:
encodepTiq :“
”
TixSiy | pdistTipr,WiqqrPV pTixSiyq
ı
.
During Step S.3 we compute a polynomial-size subset of allowed encodings for the partial
solutions in Ti. That is, we only want to add in Ti some partial solutions for which the encoding
is in the list. Formally, we define an auxiliary problem called Distance-Constrained Root,
where given an encoding as input, we ask whether there exists a corresponding 4-Steiner root
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of Gi. Our set of allowed encodings for Ti can be seen as a set of inputs for which we need to
solve Distance-Constrained Root.
We stress that in order to compute these encodings, we use: the families computed at Step S.2,
some properties of the rooted clique-tree TG, and some pre-computed subsets Tj of par-
tial solutions for the siblings Kj of Ki. Specifically, if Kppiq P K pGq has children nodes
Ki1 ,Ki2 , . . . ,Kip , where ppiq ă i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ip then, we impose that Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sip
are ordered by decreasing size. Step S.3 can start for Kij only after that Steps S.3 and S.4
are completed for all of Kij`1 ,Kij`2 , . . . ,Kip . This means in particular that executions of
Steps S.3 and S.4 (for different maximal cliques) are intertwined.
S.4 (Greedy strategy.) After Step S.3 is completed, Ki received a polynomial-size subset of con-
straints – a.k.a., encodings – for the 4-Steiner roots of Gi we want to compute. For every such
constraints, we are left to decide whether there exists a 4-Steiner root of Gi which satisfies
all of them (i.e., we must solve Distance-Constrained Root).
• Case Ki is a leaf-node. In this situation, Vi “ Ki. After Step S.2 is completed, we are
given a family of all possible subtrees TxKiy. We are left verifying whether there exists
a solution in this family which satisfies all of the constraints.
• Case Ki is an internal node. Let Ki1 ,Ki2 , . . . ,Kip be the children nodes of Ki in
TG. We will construct Ti from the partial solutions in Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tip . For that, we try
to combine all the possible subtrees TxKiy (computed during Step S.2) with the partial
solutions stored in the sets Tij by using a series of tests based on a maximum-weight
matching algorithm (Section 8). – We use the same strategy in order to incorporate first
the so called thin branches, so as to complete the construction of the subtrees TxKiy.–
We stress the intriguing relationship between our approach and the implementation of
the alldifferent constraint in constraint programming [Re´g94].
S.5 (Output.) Overall since G0 “ G, we have G is a 4-Steiner power if and only if T0 ‰ H.
Furthermore, any tree T P T0 is a 4-Steiner root of G.
3 Playing with the root
Some general relationships between k-Steiner roots and clique-intersections are proved in Sec-
tion 3.2, for any k. These structural results will be the cornerstone of our algorithm and its analysis.
Before presenting all these properties, we establish several useful facts on trees in Section 3.1 (most
of them being likely to be known).
3.1 General results on trees
We first recall the unimodality property for the eccentricity function on trees (P-3.1.1 below), as
well as some other related properties. They mostly follow from a seminal paper of Jordan [Jor69].
– See also [CDH`18] for a recent example of their applications to other graph problems. –
Lemma 3.1 (folklore). The following hold for any tree T :
• (P-3.1.1.) For every node v P V pT q we have eccT pvq “ distT pv, CpT qq ` radpT q;
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• (P-3.1.2.) Every diametral path in T contains all the nodes in CpT q (as its middle nodes);
• (P-3.1.3.) CpT q is reduced to a node if diampT q is even, and to an edge if diampT q is odd;
• (P-3.1.4.) radpT q “ rdiampT q{2s.
Based on the above, the following properties on subtree intersections can be derived:
Lemma 3.2. Given a tree T let T1, T2 be two subtrees such that diampT1XT2q “ diampT1q. Then,
we have diampT1 Y T2q “ diampT2q.
Proof. First we claim that CpT1 X T2q “ CpT1q. Indeed, since T1 X T2 and T1 are trees with equal
diameter, and we have T1 X T2 Ď T1, every diametral path for T1 X T2 is also a diametral path for
T1. Furthermore, since on every diametral path in a tree, the middle nodes are exactly the center
nodes (Prop. P-3.1.2), we obtain as claimed that CpT1 X T2q “ CpT1q.
v
c
x
y
1
T
T
1
2
Figure 3: To the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Then, let x, y P V pT1 X T2q be the two ends of a diametral path in the subtree T1 X T2. We set
z P tx, yu maximizing distT pz, CpT2qq and we claim that, for every v1 P V pT1q, distT pv1, CpT2qq ď
distT pz, CpT2qq. Before we prove this claim, let us explain why this proves the lemma. Every node of
V pT1q is at a distanceď distT pz, CpT2qq`radpT2q from any node in V pT2q. By unimodality (Prop. P-
3.1.1), eccT2pzq “ distT pz, CpT2qq ` radpT2q ď diampT2q, and so, diampT1 Y T2q “ diampT2q.
Finally, in order to prove this above claim there are two cases.
• First assume CpT1q Ď CpT2q. We recall that since the unique xy-path in T must contain all
of CpT1q (Prop. P-3.1.2), there can be no component of T zCpT1q that contains both x, y. In
particular, there exists z P tx, yu such that no component of T zCpT1q can both contain z and
intersect CpT2qzCpT1q. Then, distT pz, CpT2qq “ distT pz, CpT1qq. Furthermore by unimodality
(Prop. P-3.1.1) every node v1 P V pT1q has eccentricity distT pv1, CpT1qq ` radpT1q. Since z is
an end in a diametral path of T1 it maximizes distT pz, CpT1qq, and so, for every v1 P V pT1q
we have distT pv1, CpT2qq ď distT pv1, CpT1qq ď distT pz, CpT1qq “ distT pz, CpT2qq.
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• Otherwise, let c P CpT1q minimize distT pc, CpT2qq. Note that since we have CpT1q Ę CpT2q,
there is a unique possible choice for c. Furthermore, every v1 P V pT1q satisfies distT pv1, CpT2qq ď
distT pv1, cq ` distT pc, CpT2qq ď radpT1q ` distT pc, CpT2qq, and we will show this upper-bound
is reached for at least one of x or y. Specifically, we can refine one observation from the
previous case as follows: there exists z P tx, yu such that no component of T zCpT1q can both
contain z and intersect CpT2qzCpT1q; and in the special case where CpT1q is an edge, c is not
the closest central node to z. In this situation, distT pz, cq “ radpT1q and the path between z
and CpT2q goes by c. See Fig. 3 for an illustration.
In both cases we obtain, as claimed, distT pv1, CpT2qq ď distT pz, CpT2qq for every v1 P V pT1q.
Lemma 3.3. Given a tree T let T1, T2 be two subtrees such that CpT1q Ď CpT2q. Then, we have
that diampT1 Y T2q “ maxtdiampT1q, diampT2qu.
Proof. Since CpT1q Ď CpT2q we have for every v1 P V pT1q:
eccT1YT2pv1q ď distT pv1, CpT1qq `maxtradpT1q, radpT2qu.
By the unimodality property (Property P-3.1.1) we have that distT pv1, CpT1qq “ eccT1pv1q ´
radpT1q ď diampT1q ´ radpT1q, and so by Property P-3.1.4:
distT pv1, CpT1qq ď tdiampT1q{2u ď maxttdiampT1q{2u , tdiampT2q{2uu.
In the same way, Property P-3.1.4 implies that:
maxtradpT1q, radpT2qu “ maxtrdiampT1q{2s , rdiampT2q{2su.
We so obtain that eccT1YT2pv1q ď maxtdiampT1q, diampT2qu.
Then, for every v2 P V pT2q:
eccT1YT2pv2q ď distT pv2, CpT2qq `maxtradpT2q, diampCpT2qq ` radpT1qu
ď distT pv2, CpT2qq `maxtradpT2q, 1` radpT1qu.
We may assume radpT1q ě radpT2q since otherwise, eccT1YT2pv2q ď distT pv2, CpT2qq ` radpT2q “
eccT2pv2q ď diampT2q by unimodality (Property P-3.1.1). In particular we claim that it implies
diampT1q ě diampT2q. Indeed, by Property P-3.1.4 we must have rdiampT1q{2s ě rdiampT2q{2s,
and so diampT1q ě diampT2q ´ 1. Suppose for the sake of contradiction diampT1q “ diampT2q ´
1. By the hypothesis we also have CpT1q Ď CpT2q. Therefore, by Property P-3.1.3 we obtain
that diampT1q and diampT2q must be even and odd, respectively. But then, we cannot have
rdiampT1q{2s ě rdiampT2q{2s, a contradiction. So, we proved as claimed diampT1q ě diampT2q.
There are now two cases to consider:
• Case diampT1q “ diampT2q. Then, CpT1q “ CpT2q and we can strengthen our previous
inequality as follows: eccT1YT2pv2q ď distT pv2, CpT2qq `maxtradpT2q, radpT1qu ď diampT2q.
• Case diampT1q ą diampT2q. Recall that distT pv2, CpT2qq ď tdiampT2q{2u. In particular,
either diampT1q ě diampT2q ` 2, and so, distT pv2, CpT2qq ď tdiampT1q{2u´ 1; or diampT1q “
diampT2q ` 1 but then, since by the hypothesis we have CpT1q Ď CpT2q, by Property P-3.1.3
diampT1q must be even, and so, distT pv2, CpT2qq ď tdiampT1q{2u´1 also in this case. Overall:
eccT1YT2pv2q ď distT pv2, CpT2qq `maxtradpT2q, diampCpT2qq ` radpT1qu
ď tdiampT1q{2u´ 1` radpT1q ` 1 “ diampT1q.
Therefore, in both cases we obtain diampT1 Y T2q ď maxtdiampT1q, diampT2qu.
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3.2 A structure theorem
We are now ready to state the main result in this section:
Theorem 3.4. Given G “ pV,Eq and T any k-Steiner root of G, the following properties hold for
any clique-intersection X P X pGq:
• (P-3.4.1.) We have RealpTxXyq “ X and diampTxXyq ď k;
• (P-3.4.2.) If T 1X Ą TxXy then, either X “ RealpT 1Xq or diampT 1Xq ą diampTxXyq;
• (P-3.4.3.) If C pTxXyq Ď C pTxX 1yq then, X YX 1 is a clique of G.
Proof. We prove each property separately.
(Proof of Property P-3.4.1.) First assume X P K pGq to be a maximal clique. Since all
leaves of TxXy are in X, diampTxXyq “ maxu,vPX distTpu, vq. By the hypothesis T is a k-
Steiner root of G, and so, since X is a clique of G, maxu,vPX distTpu, vq ď k. In particular,
diampTxXyq ď k, that implies in turn the vertices of RealpTxXyq must induce a clique of G. We
can conclude that RealpTxXyq “ X by maximality of X. More generally, let X “ Ş`i“1Ki, for
some family K1,K2, . . . ,K` P K pGq. Clearly, TxXy Ď Ş`i“1 TxKiy, and so, X Ď RealpTxXyq ĎŞ`
i“1RealpTxKiyq. As we proved before, RealpTxKiyq “ Ki for every 1 ď i ď `, and so,
RealpTxXyq Ď Ş`i“1Ki “ X. Altogether combined, we obtain that RealpTxXyq “ X.
(Proof of Property P-3.4.2.) Let T 1X Ą TxXy be such that diampT 1Xq “ diampTxXyq. We
claim RealpT 1Xq “ X, that will prove the second part of the theorem. Indeed, for any maximal
clique Kj that contains X, we have diampTxKjy X T 1Xq ě diampTxXyq “ diampT 1Xq, and so,
diampTxKjy Y T 1Xq “ diampTxKjyq ď k by Lemma 3.2. It implies RealpT 1Xq Ď Kj . Furthermore,
since X P X pGq, X is exactly the intersection of all the maximal cliques Kj that contains it,
thereby proving the claim.
(Proof of Property P-3.4.3.) Finally, assume C pTxXyq Ď C pTxX 1yq. By Lemma 3.3 we obtain
that diampTxXy Y TxX 1yq “ maxtdiampTxXyq, diampTxX 1yqu ď k. In particular, X YX 1 must be
a clique of G.
Remark 3.1. Property P-3.4.2 implies that in any k-Steiner power G, there can be no chain of more
than k minimal separators ordered by inclusion. Indeed, let S1 Ă S2 Ă . . . Ă S` be such a chain.
Then, in any k-Steiner root T of G, 0 ď diampTxS1yq ă diampTxS2yq ă . . . ă diampTxS`yq ă k.
Remark 3.2. Given G “ pV,Eq and a k-Steiner root T of G, we can also easily derive from
Property P-3.4.1 that we have |V pTxXyq| “ Opk ¨ |X|q for every clique-intersection X P X pGq. To
see that, fix any r P V pTxXyq. For every x P X that is a leaf of TxXy, the unique xr-path has length
ď k. Overall, these above paths cover all of TxXy, thereby proving as desired |V pTxXyq| “ Opk¨|X|q.
This fact is often used implicitly in our analysis.
Before ending this section, we slightly strenghten Property P-3.4.3 of Theorem 3.4, as follows:
Lemma 3.5. Given G “ pV,Eq and T any 2k-Steiner root of G, we have C pTxKiyqXC pTxKjyq “ H
for any two different maximal cliques Ki,Kj P K pGq.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction C pTxKiyq X C pTxKjyq ‰ H, and let r P C pTxKiyq X
C pTxKjyq. By Theorem 3.4 (Prop. P-3.4.1), maxtdiampTxKiyq, diampTxKjyq ď 2k. Then, it
follows from Prop. P-3.1.4 of Lemma 3.1 that any vertex of TxKiy Y TxKjy is at a distance ď k
from r in T. In particular, diampTxKiyYTxKjyq ď 2k, and so, KiYKj is a clique of G. The latter
contradicts the fact that Ki,Kj are maximal cliques.
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4 Well-structured 4-Steiner roots
We refine our results in the previous Section when k “ 4. Let us start motivating our approach.
Given G “ pV,Eq we recall that one of our intermediate goals is to compute, by dynamic program-
ming on a clique-tree, subsets Ti of 4-Steiner roots for some collection of subgraphs Gi, with the
following additional property: assuming G is a 4-Steiner power, there must be a partial solution in
Ti which can be extended to a 4-Steiner root for G (cf. Sec. 2.3, Step S.3). Ideally, one should store
all the possible 4-Steiner roots for Gi, however this leads to a combinatorial explosion. In order to
(partly) overcome this issue, we introduce the following important notion:
Definition 4.1. Given G “ pV,Eq and X P X pGq, a vertex v P X is called X-constrained if it
satisfies one of the following two conditions:
1. either there is another clique-intersection X 1 Ă X such that v P X 1 and |X 1| ě 2 (we call v
internally X-constrained);
2. or there exist X1, X2 P X pGq such that X Ă X1 and X X X2 “ tvu Ă X1 X X2 (we call v
pX,X1, X2q-sandwiched).
A vertex v P X that is not X-constrained is called X-free.
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Figure 4: Five maximal cliques K1 “ tx1, x2, x3u, K2 “ tu1, u2, u3u, K3 “ tv1, v2, v3u, K4 “
ty, x1, x2, u1, v1, u3u and K5 “ ty, x1, x2, u1, v1, v3u. In the clique-intersection X “ ty, x1, x2, u1, v1u
both vertices x1, x2 are internally X-constrained (for X
1 “ X X K1), vertex u1 is pX,K4,K2q-
sandwiched, vertex v1 is pX,K5,K3q-sandwiched and vertex y is X-free.
We refer to Fig. 4 for an illustration of all possibilities. Our study reveals on the one hand that
X-constrained vertices have a very rigid structure. It seems on the other hand that X-free vertices
are completely unstructured and mostly responsible for the combinatorial explosion of possibilities
for TxXy. As our main contribution in this section we prove that we can always force the X-free
vertices to be leaves of this subtree TxXy, thereby considerably reducing the number of possibilities
for the latter. Specifically:
Theorem 4.1. Let G “ pV,Eq be a 4-Steiner power. There always exists a 4-Steiner root T of G
where, for any clique-intersection X P X pGq:
• (P-4.1.1.) all the X-free vertices are leaves of TxXy with maximum eccentricity diampTxXyq;
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• (P-4.1.2.) there is a node c P C pTxXyq such that for every X-free vertex v, except maybe one,
distTpv, cq “ distTpv, C pTxXyqq;
• (P-4.1.3.) all the internal nodes on a path between C pTxXyq and a X-free vertex are Steiner
nodes of degree two;
• (P-4.1.4.) and if X P K pGq and it has a X-free vertex then, diampTxXyq “ 4.
Theorem 4.1 is proved by carefully applying a set of operations on an arbitrary 4-Steiner root
until it satisfies all of the desired properties. We give two examples of such operations in Fig. 6
and 7 (see the proof of Theorem 4.1 in order to better understand these two examples). It is crucial
for the proof that in any 4-Steiner root of G all the minimal separators yield subtrees of diameter
at most three.
In the remaining of the paper, we call a 4-Steiner root with the above properties well-structured.
It will appear in Sec. 6, 7, and 8 that we only add partial solutions in the subsets Ti which are in
some sense “close” to the subset of well-structured partial solutions. We first prove Theorem 4.1
for maximal cliques (Section 4.1). This first part of the proof looks easier to generalize to larger
values of k. Then, we prove the result in its full generality in Section 4.2.
4.1 The case of (Almost) Simplicial vertices
Let Ki P K pGq be fixed. We start giving a simple characterization of Ki-free vertices in terms of
simplicial vertices and cut-vertices. Then, we prove Theorem 4.1 in the special case when X is a
maximal clique.
Lemma 4.2. Given G “ pV,Eq and Ki P K pGq, a vertex v P Ki is Ki-free if and only if:
• either it is simplicial;
• or it is a cut-vertex, and there is no other minimal separator of G contained into Ki that can
also contain v.
Proof. By maximality of Ki, a vertex v P Ki can only be either Ki-free or internally Ki-constrained.
In particular, v is Ki-free if and only if for any other Kj P K pGq we have either v R Kj or
Ki XKj “ tvu. As an extremal case, a vertex v P Ki is Ki-free if is not contained into any other
maximal clique, and that is the case if and only if v is simplicial. Thus, from now on assume v is
not simplicial. If v P Ki XKj then, in any clique-tree TG of G, the vertex v and more generally,
all of Ki X Kj , is contained into all the minimal separators that label an edge of the KiKj-path
in TG. This implies that there is always a largest clique-intersection X Ă Ki containing v that is
a minimal separator. Hence a non simplicial v P Ki is Ki-free if and only if it is a cut-vertex and
there is no other minimal separator in Ki that contains this vertex.
Lemma 4.3. Let G “ pV,Eq be a 4-Steiner power. There exists a 4-Steiner root T of G such that
the following hold for any maximal clique Ki:
• If there is at least one Ki-free vertex then, diampTxKiyq “ 4;
• every Ki-free vertex v is a leaf of TxKiy. Moreover distTpv, C pTxKiyqq “ 2 and the internal
node onto the unique vC pTxKiyq-path is a degree-two Steiner node.
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Figure 5: The transformation of Lemma 4.3 applied to an arbitrary 4-Steiner root.
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Proof. We give an illustration of the proof in Fig. 5. First we pick an arbitrary 4-Steiner root T of
G, that exists by the hypothesis. Define Free1 to be the set of all the cut-vertices in G that are
Ki-free for some Ki P K pGq. We now proceed by induction on |Free1|.
Assume Free1 “ H for the base case. For every maximal clique Ki, by Lemma 4.2, the Ki-free
vertices are exactly the simplicial vertices in Ki. We consider all the simplicial vertices v P Ki
sequentially, and we proceed as follows. Let ci P C pTxKiyq minimize distTpv, ciq (possibly, v “ ci).
We first replace v by a Steiner node α. In doing so, we get a 4-Steiner root T 1 for Gzv. Then,
let c1i be either ci (if ci ‰ v) or α (if ci “ v). We connect v to c1i via a path of length exactly
4 ´maxuPKiztvu distT 1pc1i, uq of which all internal nodes are Steiner. In doing so, we obtain a tree
T 2 such that RealpT 2q “ V . By construction, maxuPKiztvu distT 1pc1i, uq ď eccTxKiypciq. Since in
addition diampTxKiyq ď 4, we have from Prop. P-3.1.4 of Lemma 3.1 eccTxKiypciq ď 2. It implies:
distTpv, ciq ď eccTxKiypciq ď 4´ max
uPKiztvu
distT 1pc1i, uq “ distT 2pv, c1iq.
As a result, the distances between real nodes can only increase compared to T, and this new tree
T 2 we get keeps the property of being a 4-Steiner root of G. Furthermore, diampT 2xKiyq “ 4 and
the unique central node in C pT 2xKiyq is onto the vc1i-path by construction. We observe that Ki
and v cannot falsify the properties of the lemma at any further loop. Overall, after this first phase
is done we may assume that all the simplicial vertices v are contained into some maximal clique
Ki such that: diampTxKiyq “ 4, v is a leaf of TxKiy such that distTpv, C pTxKiyqq “ 2, and the
internal node onto the vC pTxKiyq-path is Steiner and has degree two.
From now on we assume Free1 ‰ H. Let v P Free1 and let C1, C2, . . . , C` be the connected
components of Gzv. For every i P t1, 2, . . . , `u, the graph Gi :“ GrCi Y tvus is a 4-Steiner power as
this is a hereditary property. Specifically, given a fixed 4-Steiner root T for G, we obtain a 4-Steiner
root T piq for Gi by replacing every vertex in V pGqzV pGiq by a Steiner node. By induction, we can
modify all the subtrees T piq into some new subtrees T pi,2q that satisfy the properties of the lemma
w.r.t. Gi. Overall, by identifying all the T
pi,2q’s at v, one obtains a tree T 1. We claim that T 1
satisfies the two properties of the lemma. Indeed, it follows from the characterization of Lemma 4.2
that, for any maximal clique Kj Ď Ci Y tvu, the Kj-free vertices in G are still Kj-free vertices in
Gi. – Note that in particular, if v is Kj-free in G then, v is simplicial in Gi. – Therefore, the
claim is proved. It remains now to show that T 1 is indeed a 4-Steiner root of G. This is not the
case only if there exist x P Cp, y P Cq such that p ‰ q and distT 1px, vq ` distT 1pv, yq ď 4. Our
construction implies distT 1px, vq ě distTpx, vq and distT 1py, vq ě distTpy, vq. But then, we should
already have distTpx, yq ď 4 in the original root T. Thus, since T is a 4-Steiner root of G, this case
cannot happen and T 1 is also a 4-Steiner root of the graph G.
4.2 The general case
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1 in its full generality:
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let T be such that the result holds for maximal cliques (such a T exists by
Lemma 4.3). For any X P X pGq zK pGq with at most two elements, the properties of the theorem
always hold (for any T). We so only consider the clique-intersections X P X pGq zK pGq with at least
three elements. Then, diampTxXyq ď 3 by Theorem 3.4 – Prop P-3.4.2 (i.e., because X is strictly
contained into some maximal clique K and so, diampTxXyq ă diampTxKyq). In what follows, we
will often use properties of the subtree TxXy that only hold if diampTxXyq ď 3; namely:
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• TxXyzC pTxXyq is a collection of leaf-nodes;
• there are at least two leaf-nodes (i.e., because |X| ě 3), and there is at least one leaf-node
adjacent to every central node in C pTxXyq;
• (as a direct consequence of the previous property) every central node in C pTxXyq has at least
two neighbours in TxXy.
In particular, Property P-4.1.3 is now implied by Property P-4.1.1 as there can be no internal node
on the path between a leaf and the closest central node. In the same way, Property P-4.1.1 can
be slightly simplified as every leaf has maximum eccentricity; hence, we only need to ensure that
X-free vertices are leaves. Finally, this also implies that SteinerpTxXyq Ď C pTxXyq, as all leaves
of TxXy must be in X(i.e., by the very definition of TxXy).
The proof follows from different uses of a special operation on the tree T that we now introduce:
Operation 1. Let X P X pGq zK pGq have size at least three and let v P X. We define Rv to be
the forest of all the subtrees in TzTxXy that contain one node adjacent to v and have no real node
at a distance ď 4 from Xztvu in T. Let Qv be the subtree of T that is induced by Rv Y tvu.
We construct a new tree T 1 from T in two steps:
1. We remove Rv and we replace v by a Steiner node αv. In doing so, we obtain an intermediate
tree denoted by Tv. Note that Tv contains the subtree T
X
v : that is obtained from TxXy by
replacing v with αv (and so, is isomorphic to TxXy);
2. In order to obtain T 1 from Tv, we add a copy of Qv and an edge vc between v and a center
node of TXv (possibly, c “ αv).
We refer to Fig. 6 and 7 for some particular applications of Operation 1. Furthermore in
what follows we prove that under some conditions of use, this above Operation 1 always outputs a
4-Steiner root T 1 that is closer to satisfy all the properties of the theorem than T. Specifically:
Claim 4.3.1. Assume that v is X-free and that every center node of TxXy is adjacent to a real node
in Xztvu. Then, T 1 keeps the property of being a 4-Steiner root of G if and only if the following
conditions hold:
• (Condition 4.3.1.a) either distTpRealpRvq, vq ě 4 or c is Steiner;
• (Condition 4.3.1.b) if c ‰ αv then, distTvpc, V zNGrvsq ą 3.
Moreover, for any X 1 P X pGq ztXu, if any of Properties P-4.1.1, P-4.1.2, P-4.1.3 or P-4.1.4 is
satisfied for X 1 in T then, this stays so in T 1.
Proof. First we prove that all the real vertices in Rv are at a distance ą 4 from V pGqzV pQvq in
the original tree T (Subclaim 4.3.1.1). This will help us in better understanding the structure of
T in the remaining of the proof.
Subclaim 4.3.1.1. distTpRealpRvq, V pGqzV pQvqq ą 4.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exist x P RealpRvq, y R V pQvq such that
distTpx, yq ď 4. Then, v is onto the unique xy-path in T. Furthermore, recall that by definition
of Rv, distTpx,Xztvuq ą 4. By the hypothesis every central node of C pTxXyq is adjacent to a
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vertex of Xzv, and so we have distTpv,Xztvuq ď 2. As a result, we obtain distTpv, xq “ 3 and
distTpv, yq “ 1. But then, y is at a distance ď diampTxXyq ` 1 ď 4 from any vertex in X, that
implies the existence of a clique-intersection X1 Ě X Y tyu. Let X2 be any clique-intersection
that contains all of x, y, v. Since we assume distTpx,Xztvuq ą 4, X XX2 “ tvu and in particular,
X1 ‰ X2. It implies that v is pX,X1, X2q-sandwiched, a contradiction. ˝
It follows from Subclaim 4.3.1.1 that in order for T 1 to be a 4-Steiner root for G, one must
ensure distT 1pRealpRvq, V zV pQvqq ą 4. We then prove that this above condition is equiva-
lent to Condition 4.3.1.a. Indeed, note that we always have distT 1pRealpRvq, V zV pQvqq ą 4 if
distTpv,RealpRvqq ě 4. Otherwise, by the hypothesis every center node of C pTxXyq is adjacent
to a real node in Xztvu, thereby implying distTpv, V zV pQvqq ď distTpv,Xztvuq ď 2, and so,
distTpv,RealpRvqq “ 3. Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for having that
distT 1pRealpRvq, V zV pQvqq ą 4 is that c is Steiner.
In the same way, Condition 4.3.1.b implies the necessary condition distT 1pu, vq ą 4 for every
u R NGpvq. However, the above does not prove that T 1 is a 4-Steiner root of G yet, as we also need
to ensure distT 1pu, vq ď 4 for every u P NGpvq. In order to prove this is the case, and to also prove
the second part of the claim, we now consider the clique-intersections X 1 P X pGq ztXu such that
v P X 1. (Note that if v R X 1 then, TxX 1y “ T 1xX 1y and so, the result of our claim trivially holds for
such a X 1). Since we have distTpRealpRvq, V zV pQvqq ą 4 (Subclaim 4.3.1.1), there are only two
possibilities: either TxX 1y is fully contained into Qv – in which case it is not modified –; or it does
not intersect Rv. We then consider two different cases:
• Assume X Ă X 1. In particular, TxX 1y X Rv “ H. It implies that T 1xX 1y is obtained from
TxX 1y by replacing v by a Steiner node (only if it were an internal node of TxX 1y) then,
making of v a leaf.
Subclaim 4.3.1.2. diampT 1xX 1yq “ diampTxX 1yq.
Proof. We divide the proof into two parts:
– In order to prove diampT 1xX 1yq ď diampTxX 1yq, we consider an auxiliary subtree T 2xX 1y:
obtained from the original TxX 1y by adding a leaf v1 to some arbitrary central node c1
in C pTxXyq. Note that T 1xX 1y is isomorphic to a subtree of T 2xX 1y for the choice of
c1 “ c. Furthermore since c1 has at least two neighbours in TxXy Ď TxX 1y we have:
diam
`
TxX 1y XNT 2xX 1yrc1s
˘ “ diampNTxX 1yrc1sq “ 2 “ diampNT 2xX 1yrc1sq.
We so deduce from Lemma 3.2 that:
diampT 2xX 1yq “ diampTxX 1y YNT 2xX 1yrc1sq “ diampTxX 1yq.
In particular, diampT 1xX 1yq ď diampT 2xX 1yq “ diampTxX 1yq.
– For the converse direction, it suffices to prove, if TxX 1y ‰ T 1xX 1y, the existence of a
diametral path in TxX 1y of which v is not an end. Since the ends of a diametral path must
be leaves, we can restrict our study to the case where: v is a leaf of TxXy, and there is no
subtree of TxX 1yzTxXy that contains a neighbour of v in T. In particular, TxXy ‰ T 1xXy
(otherwise TxX 1y “ T 1xX 1y, and so we are done). We deduce from the above that v
is adjacent to a central node c1 P C pTxXyq, and c1 ‰ c (otherwise TxXy “ T 1xXy,
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a contradiction). Then, C pTxXyq “ tc, c1u and so, TxXy is a bistar (diameter-three
subtree). Recall that both c, c1 have a neighbour in Xztvu by the hypothesis. This
implies that node c1 must have at least two neighbours in TXv ztαvu; moreover each such
neighbour must be on the path between c1 and a real node in Xztvu. But then, since
there are at least three branches in TxX 1yztc1u, we can obtain as follows the existence of
a diametral path in TxX 1y of which v is not an end: let us fix a longest path in TxX 1y of
which v is an end; then, such a path goes by c1 and we can simply replace v by the path
between c1 and any real node in one of the two other branches of TxX 1yztc1u by which
this path does not go. As a result, diampT 1xX 1yq ě diampTxX 1yq.
Altogether combined, the above proves the subclaim that diampT 1xX 1yq “ diampTxX 1yq. ˝
By Subclaim 4.3.1.2, we cannot change diampTxX 1yq and so, it immediately implies that we
cannot break Property P-4.1.4. The proof of this subclaim is actually more precise as it also
shows that if T 1xX 1y ‰ TxX 1y then, these two subtrees have a common diametral pair px, yq,
for some x, y ‰ v. In particular by considering the middle nodes on the unique xy-path in T
and T 1, respectively, it follows from Prop. P-3.1.2 of Lemma 3.1 that we also have:
C `T 1xX 1y˘ “ #C pT xX 1yq if v R C pT xX 1yqpC pT xX 1yq ztvuq Y tαvu otherwise.
Furthermore, for any u P X 1ztvu, if Pu denotes the uC pTxX 1yq-path in T then, the uC pT 1xX 1yq-
path in T 1 can be obtained from Pu by replacing v with αv. – This above analysis ex-
cludes v; however, v cannot be X 1-free because v P X Ă X 1 and |X| ě 3. – Hence, this
above mapping implies that we cannot break Properties P-4.1.2 and P-4.1.3. It also im-
plies distT 1pu, C pT 1xX 1yqq “ distTpu, C pTxX 1yqq and so, by unimodality (Prop. P-3.1.1 of
Lemma 3.1) we did not change the eccentricity of any vertex u P X 1ztvu. Altogether com-
bined, every X 1-free vertex that was a leaf of TxX 1y is also a leaf of T 1xX 1y with same
eccentricity (Property P-4.1.1 cannot be broken).
Finally, we also obtain distT 1pu, vq ď 4 for every u P X 1 (i.e., T 1 is a 4-Steiner root of G).
• Otherwise, X Ę X 1 and we prove TxX 1y “ T 1xX 1y. To see that, suppose for the sake of
contradiction TxX 1y ‰ T 1xX 1y. We first note this may be the case only if TxX 1y is not fully
contained into Qv.
Subclaim 4.3.1.3. TxX 1y must intersect TxXyztvu.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that TxX 1y X TxXy “ tvu. As we also assume TxX 1y is not
fully contained into Qv, we have TxX 1y XRv “ H. Then, TxX 1y must intersect some subtree
T psubq of TzTxXy that is adjacent to v but not in Rv. Let x P X 1XT psubq. By the definition of
Rv, there must exist x
1 P RealpT psubqq such that: distTpx1, Xztvuq ď 4 (possibly, x “ x1). On
one hand as we assume v to be X-free, there must exist a clique-intersection X1 Ě X Y tx1u.
It implies distTpx1, vq ď 2 because eccTxXypvq ě 2. On the other hand, we also know that
distTpx, vq ď 4. Furthermore note that there exists a xx1-path that does not go by v in T
(otherwise, x, x1 would be in different subtrees of TzTxXy). By considering the median node
r of the triple x, x1, v we so obtain: distTpx1, rq ď 1, distTpx, rq ď 3, and so distTpx, x1q ď 4.
Let X2 be a clique-intersection that contains all of x, x
1, v (possibly, X2 “ X 1). There are two
cases:
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– If X Ę X2 then, X XX2 “ tvu (otherwise, v would be internally X-constrained). But
in this case, v is pX,X1, X2q-sandwiched, a contradiction.
– Otherwise, X Ď X2. However by the hypothesis X Ę X 1, and so X X X 1 “ tvu
(otherwise, v would be internally X-constrained). It implies v is pX,X2, X 1q-sandwiched,
a contradiction.
As a result, TxX 1y must intersect TxXyztvu. ˛
Finally, since v is X-free any node β P V pTxX 1yq X pV pTxXyqztvuq must be Steiner. This
leaves β P C pTxX 1yq ztvu as the only possibility. Furthermore, since β is Steiner there must
exist y P X 1 such that the unique vy-path in T goes by β. However, this implies by Lemma 3.2
diampTxX 1 Y NTrβsyq “ diampTxX 1yq. We recall that there exists at least one leaf node
u P RealpNTpβqqztvu by the hypothesis. Thus, by Property P-3.4.2 of Theorem 3.4 we have
u, v P X XX 1, thereby contradicting that v is X-free.
The claim directly follows from this above case analysis. ˛
The proof is now divided into two main phases.
v
Qv
v
Qv
B B
Figure 6: Forcing the X-free vertices as leaves.
Phase 1: Transformation into leaves (see Fig. 6 for an illustration). LetX P X pGq zK pGq , |X| ě
3 be fixed. We first transform T so that all the X-free vertices are leaves in TxXy. Assume the
existence of a X-free vertex v P X that is not a leaf. Note that we have v P C pTxXyq because
diampTxXyq ď 3. In particular, every node in C pTxXyq is adjacent to a leaf in Xztvu. We apply
Operation 1 with c “ αv (i.e., the Steiner node substituting v in the intermediate tree Tv). Since
c “ αv and so, in particular c is Steiner, both Conditions 4.3.1.a and 4.3.1.b of Claim 4.3.1 must
hold. Overall, by Claim 4.3.1 we can repeat the above transformation until all the X-free vertices
are leaves of TxXy.
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Figure 7: Grouping the X-free vertices on a same side.
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Phase 2: Grouping the X-free vertices (see Fig. 7 for an illustration). After Phase 1 is
completed, the properties of the theorem are true for any X P X pGq such that TxXy is a star.
Thus, from now on assume TxXy is a bistar (diameter-three subtree). Write C pTxXyq “ tc0, c1u
and assume that each cj is adjacent to two X-free vertices, denoted v
1
j , v
2
j .
• For any i P t1, 2u, there is no vertex xi P RealpRvij q such that distTpxi, vijq ď 2 (other-
wise, distTpxi, Xztvijuq ď distTpxi, v3´ij q ď 4, a contradiction). More specifically, either
distTpvij , RealpRvij qq ě 4, or distTpvij , RealpRvij qq “ 3 but then cj must be Steiner (otherwise,
distTpxi, Xztvijuq ď distTpxi, cjq ď 4, a contradiction).
• Furthermore, we claim that we can have distTpu, cjq ď 3 only if X Ď NGrus. Indeed, suppose
for the sake of contradiction distTpu, cjq ď 3 and X Ę NGrus. Let Kj be a maximal clique
which contains tuuYpXXNGpuqq. Then, X 1 “ KjXX “ XXNGpuq. Moreover, X 1 contains
v1j , v
2
j , thereby contradicting our assumption that these two vertices are X-free.
W.l.o.g., assume either distTpvij , RealpRvij qq ě 4 for any i, j or c0 is Steiner. If in addition both
c0, c1 are Steiner nodes (real nodes, resp.) then, we further assume w.l.o.g. c0 is adjacent to more
X-free vertices than c1. We apply Operation 1 for v “ v11 and c “ c0. Note that by construction,
c0 always satisfies Condition 4.3.1.a of Claim 4.3.1. Since we also have distTpu, c0q ď 3 ùñ X Ď
NGrus, Condition 4.3.1.b of Claim 4.3.1 is satisfied. Overall, we can repeat this transformation
until X satisfies all the properties stated in the theorem, that does not impact the properties of
the other clique-intersections X 1 by Claim 4.3.1.
5 Step S.1: Construction of the rooted clique-tree
Our main result in this section is that every chordal graph has a polynomial-time computable
rooted clique-tree where some technical conditions must hold on the minimal separators that can
label an edge (Theorem 5.4). We will use these special properties of our rooted clique-tree in order
to ensure that our main algorithm runs in polynomial time.
We start digressing on the motivations behind our construction. Given a rooted clique-tree
TG of G and an arbitrary maximal clique Ki, recall that Gi is the subgraph induced by all the
maximal cliques in the subtree T iG rooted at Ki. Assume that TxSiy: the subtree induced by the
minimal separator Si :“ Ki XKppiq, is fixed. We ask for the number of possible distance profiles
pdistTipr, VizSiqqrPV pTxSiyq over all possible well-structured 4-Steiner roots of Gi that contain TxSiy.
By Theorem 4.1, one way to bound this number would be to force most vertices in Si to be Ki-free
in the subgraph Gi. Guided by this intuition, our construction aims at preventing Si to contain,
or to be contained, in a minimal separator of Gi. Since both objectives are conflicting, this results
in a technical compromise.
We present a first, simpler construction in Section 5.1 that only reaches half of the goal. Then,
we introduce the new notion of (weak) convergence, and we show its relationship with 4-Steiner
powers (Section 5.2). We end up proving the main result of this part in Section 5.3.
5.1 A flat clique-tree
We start with an intermediate construction.
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Theorem 5.1. Given G “ pV,Eq chordal, we can compute in polynomial time a rooted clique-tree
TG such that, for any Si “ KiXKppiq and for any child Kj of Kppiq, there is no minimal separator
of Gj that is contained into Si.
Proof. We modify an arbitrary clique-tree TG of G until the property of the theorem is satisfied.
Specifically, root TG at some arbitrary maximal clique K0. We consider all the minimal separators
S P S pGq by decreasing size. Let KS be incident to an edge in ŤS1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq and the closest
possible to the root. We observe that KS is the least common ancestor of all maximal cliques that
are incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq. Furthermore all edges in ES pTGq can be made incident
to KS , as follows. Assume there exists KiKppiq P ES pTGq such that KS R tKi,Kppiqu. By the above
observation, Ki,Kppiq are into the subtree rooted at KS . Since S Ď KS XKi, S is contained into
all the maximal cliques on the KSKi-path. In particular, we still obtain a clique-tree of G if we
replace KiKppiq by KiKS and in doing so, S Ď KS XKi Ď Kppiq XKi “ S. Furthermore after this
transformation, KS became the new father node of the maximal clique Ki in TG.
It now remains to prove that the gotten clique-tree TG satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exist i ą 0 and Sk Ď Si a minimal separator
of Gj , where Kj is a child of Kppiq (possibly, i “ j). We observe that after we processed Si, all
edges in ESi pTGq must label an edge between KSi “ Kppiq and its children nodes. Therefore, our
transformation ensures Sk ‰ Si, i.e., Sk Ă Si. Since the subtree rooted at Kj is a rooted clique-tree
of Gj , there must exist some edge KkKppkq in this subtree such that Kk XKppkq “ Sk. However,
since we consider minimal separators by increasing size, the edge KiKppiq should already exist when
we process Sk. It implies that the maximal clique KSk to which we connected all edges in ESk pTGq
should be an ancestor of Kppiq, that is a contradiction.
5.2 Weak convergence
Unfortunately, the “flat” clique-tree of Theorem 5.1 does not prevent the case when a minimal sep-
arator Si is contained into a minimal separator of Gi. As a new step toward our final construction,
we now introduce the following notions:
Definition 5.1. Given a clique-tree TG of G “ pV,Eq, we say that a minimal separator S is
weakly TG-convergent if there exists some maximal clique KS that is incident to all edges inŤ
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq. S is termed TG-convergent if it is weakly TG-convergent and the maximal clique
KS is also incident to all edges in ES pTGq.
In order to motivate Definition 5.1, in what follows are two observations on the relationships
between clique-trees, minimal separators and 4-Steiner roots:
Lemma 5.2. Given G “ pV,Eq and T any 4-Steiner root of G, let Ki P K pGq and let X Ă Ki be
a clique-intersection. If TxXy is a bistar then, C pTxKiyq Ă C pTxXyq.
In particular, there are exactly two maximal cliques that contain X.
Proof. We have by Theorem 3.4 diampTxKiyq ą diampTxXyq, and so, diampTxKiyq “ 4. In
particular, write C pTxKiyq “ tciu. Every component in TxKiyztciu has diameter at most two,
thereby implying ci P V pTxXyq. Furthermore since eccTxXypciq ď radpTxKiyq “ 2, ci cannot be a
leaf of TxXy. Equivalently, ci P C pTxXyq. By Lemma 3.5, there can be no two maximal cliques
Ki,Kj P K pGq such that C pTxKiyq “ C pTxKjyq. Therefore, the above implies that X can only be
contained in at most two maximal cliques. Finally, since X is not a maximal clique, it is contained
into exactly two maximal cliques.
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Lemma 5.3. Given G “ pV,Eq and T any 4-Steiner root of G, let S P S pGq. If TxSy is a non-edge
star then, S is weakly TG-convergent for any clique-tree TG of G.
Proof. We may assume that S is strictly contained into at least one minimal separator S1 for
otherwise there is nothing to prove. By Theorem 3.4, TxS1y is a bistar and S1 must be inclusion
wise maximal in S pGq. This implies C pTxSyq Ă C pTxS1yq. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 5.2
that S1 must be contained into exactly two maximal cliques Ki,Kj and C pTxKiyq Y C pTxKjyq “
C pTxS1yq. In particular, we may assume w.l.o.g. that C pTxSyq “ C pTxKiyq. But then, still by
Lemma 5.2, any minimal separator S2 that strictly contains S must be contained into Ki and
exactly one other maximal clique KS2 . Let TG be an arbitrary clique-tree of G. By Theorem 2.4,
the above implies KiKS2 P EpTGq and Ki X KS2 “ S2. In particular, one obtains by setting
KS :“ Ki that S is weakly TG-convergent.
Roughly, in order to prove Theorem 5.4 we will slightly modify the construction of Theorem 5.1
so as to force weak convergence to imply convergence. In doing so we will obtain that for a fixed
minimal separator S, we may encounter some “inclusion issue” between S and another minimal
separator S’ at most once. We will show in Sec. 7 that this above “local” property of our clique-tree
is enough in order to bound the number of possible distance profiles at each node of the clique-tree
by a polynomial.
5.3 The final construction
The remaining of this section is now devoted to prove the following technical result:
Theorem 5.4. Given G “ pV,Eq chordal, we can compute in polynomial time a rooted clique-tree
TG where the following conditions are true for any Si :“ Ki XKppiq, i ą 0:
• (Prop. P-5.4.1.) If Si is weakly TG-convergent and |Si| ě 3 then, Si is TG-convergent;
• (Prop. P-5.4.2.) Any minimal separator of Gi that is contained into Si is TG-convergent, it
has at least three vertices and it is strictly contained into a minimal separator of Gi.
We stress that in the above two statements, 3 can be replaced by any positive integer q. However,
please note that such a change would affect both properties of the theorem.
Proof. We start describing the algorithm before proving its correctness. In what follows, let S pGq “
pS1, S2, . . . , S`q be totally ordered in such a way that |Si| ă |Sj | ùñ i ă j. For every phase of the
algorithm, we consider all the minimal separators of G by decreasing order, i.e., from S` to S1.
Phase 1 Let TG be an arbitrary unrooted clique-tree. We consider all the minimal separators S P S pGq
by decreasing order. Let S1, S2, . . . , Sp be the list of all minimal separators containing S by
decreasing order. – In particular, Sp “ S, and S1 is a largest minimal separator containing
S. – For every maximal clique K, we can define a binary vector ÝÑvSpKq “ pδKS1 , δKS2 , . . . , δKSpq:
where δK
Si
“ 1 if and only if K is incident to an edge in ESi pTGq. Then, we choose K1S P K pGq
such that ÝÑvSpK1Sq is lexicographically maximal. While there exists an edge KK 1 P ES pTGq
such that K1S R tK,K 1u, we do as follows. W.l.o.g., K is on the K1SK 1-path. We replace the
edge KK 1 by K1SK 1. Doing so, all edges in ES pTGq are now incident to K1S .
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Phase 2 We root TG at some arbitrary maximal clique K0. Then, we consider all the minimal sepa-
rators S P S pGq by decreasing order. Let K2S be, under the following conditions, the closest
possible to the root:
• K2S is incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq;
• and if |S| ě 3 and S is TG-convergent then, K2S is incident to all edges in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq.
Note thatK2S is always an ancestor ofK
1
S . In particular if |S| ě 3 and S is TG-convergent then,
K2S is either K
1
S or its parent node (with the latter being possible only if |
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq | ď
1). Then, we use the same operation as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 in order to make all
edges in ES pTGq incident to K2S .
Phase 3 We end up considering all the minimal separators S P S pGq by decreasing order. If |S| ě 3
and S is not TG-convergent then, we search for a child K
3
S of K
2
S that is incident to all edges
in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq. For simplicity of our analysis, we will also set K3S “ K2S when |S| ď 2,
or S is already TG-convergent, or there is no child node of K
2
S which satisfies the desired
property. Then, we consider all the children K of K2S , K ‰ K3S , such that K XK2S “ S. We
replace the edge KK2S by KK
3
S .
Before proving correctness of this above algorithm, we want to emphasize two of its main invariants.
In what follows, let S P S pGq be of size at least three.
• (Inv. I1) Assume that at the time we considered S during Phase 2, S was TG-convergent. We
observe that our choice for K2S preserved this property. In particular, S is TG-convergent in
the final clique-tree TG that we output.
• (Inv. I2) If K3S ‰ K2S (or equivalently, we modify ES pTGq during Phase 3) then, we also claim
that S is TG-convergent in the final clique-tree TG that we output. For that, by the definition
of Phase 3 it suffices to prove that the edge between K2S and its parent node (if any) cannot
be labelled by S. According to Invariant I1, S was not TG-convergent when it was considered
during Phase 2 (otherwise, it should have stayed so until we considered S during Phase 3,
and so we could have not modified ES pTGq). Therefore by the definition of Phase 2, K2S is
the least common ancestor in TG of all the maximal cliques that are incident to an edge inŤ
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq, thereby proving the claim.
We will often use these above two invariants in the remaining of the proof. We finally prove that
both properties of the theorem are true for TG.
Proof of Property P-5.4.1. Suppose for the sake of contradiction S P S pGq is weakly TG-
convergent but not TG-convergent, and |S| ě 3. For clarity, we divide the proof into small claims.
Claim 5.4.1. After Phase 2 was completed, S was not TG-convergent.
Proof. Otherwise, every minimal separator S1 Ą S should also be TG-convergent after Phase 2.
But then, the edge-set
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq could not be modified during Phase 3. This would imply
S is TG-convergent, a contradiction. ˛
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Claim 5.4.2. From the time we considered S during Phase 2 until the end of the algorithm, K2S
is the least common ancestor of all maximal cliques incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq.
Proof. We recall that whenever we consider a minimal separator of size at least three during Phase
2, we preserve the property of being TG-convergent (Invariant I1). Therefore, Claim 5.4.1 implies
that at the time we considered S during Phase 2, S was not TG-convergent. In particular, we chose
K2S to be the least common ancestor of all maximal cliques incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq.
This must stay so until the end of the algorithm because during Phase 3, the edges in ES pTGq were
not modified (Invariant I2) and all the edges in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq could only be made incident to
a descendant of K2S . ˛
Claim 5.4.3. After Phase 2 was completed, K2S was not incident to any edge in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that K2S was incident to such an edge. We recall that
K2S is the least common ancestor of all maximal cliques incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq
(Claim 5.4.2). Therefore, the only possibility left for S being weakly TG-convergent but not TG-
convergent is that, during Phase 3, all edges in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq that were incident to K2S were
made incident to one of its children K. But then, during Phase 3 all edges in ES pTGq should have
been made incident to K. This contradicts our assumption that S is not TG-convergent. ˛
In what follows, recall that S1 is a largest minimal separator containing S. Since S is weakly
TG-convergent but not TG-convergent, we have S ‰ S1.
Claim 5.4.4. K3S1 “ K2S1 “ K1S.
Proof. By maximality of S1 there is no minimal separator of G which strictly contains S1. In
particular, it easily follows from this observation that we have K3S1 “ K2S1 . So, we will only prove
K2S1 “ K1S . By maximality of ÝÑvSpK1Sq, K1S was incident to an edge in ES1 pTGq after Phase 1 was
completed. Therefore, at the time we considered S1 during Phase 2, we chose a maximal clique
K2S1 such that: either K
2
S1 “ K1S or K2S1 was a strict ancestor of K1S . Suppose by contradiction
K2S1 was a strict ancestor of K
1
S (otherwise, we are done). By Claim 5.4.2, K
2
S is an ancestor of
K2S1 . But then, K
2
S should have been incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq after Phase 2 was
completed. The latter would contradict Claim 5.4.3. ˛
Claim 5.4.5. From the time we considered S during Phase 2 until the end of the algorithm, K2S
is the father node of K1S. Moreover, K
1
S XK2S “ S.
Proof. By Claim 5.4.3, K2S cannot be incident to any edge in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq. We also know that
all edges in ES pTGq are incident to K1S . Thus, either K1S “ K2S or K2S is the father node of K1S .
But then in the former case, K2S would be incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq (Claim 5.4.4), a
contradiction. As a result, K2S is the father node of K
1
S , and then we must have K
1
S XK2S “ S. ˛
Finally, since we did not modify ES pTGq during Phase 3 (cf. Invariant I2), not all edges inŤ
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq can be incident to the same child node of K2S . Then, by Claim 5.4.5, not all
edges in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq can be incident to K1S . By Claim 5.4.4 we get that all the edges inŤ
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq must be incident to some child K of K1S .
Claim 5.4.6. There must be a second largest minimal separator S2 that strictly contains S.
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Proof. Otherwise it would follow from Claim 5.4.4 that at the time we considered S during Phase
2, S was TG-convergent, thereby contradicting Claim 5.4.1. ˛
Let S2 be as in Claim 5.4.6. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that we modified the edges in
ES2 pTGq during Phase 3. As we have K3S2 “ K, this implies that K2S2 was the father node of K.
Then, since S1 was considered before S2, and that we have KXK1S “ S1, we would get K2S2 “ K1S .
Recall that all edges in ES1 pTGq are incident to K1S . However by maximality of |S2|, S2 can only
be contained into S1. Hence, we should have not modified the edges in ES2 pTGq during Phase 3,
that is a contradiction. As a result, K2S2 “ K.
We now prove that at the time we considered S2 during Phase 2, K was already incident to an
edge in ES2 pTGq. Indeed, suppose for the sake of contradiction that this was not the case. Then,
there would exist S1 Ą S2 such that K was incident to an edge in ES1 pTGq. Since we chose K
instead of K1S , by Claim 5.4.4 we can always assume S
1 ‰ S1, a contradiction.
Overall, after Phase 1 was completed, K was incident to an edge in ES2 pTGq. We claim that
more generally, K was incident to an edge in ES1 pTGq and ES2 pTGq after Phase 1 was completed.
Indeed, by Claim 5.4.4, we have K ‰ K2S1 . In this situation, since K was incident to an edge in
ES1 pTGq after Phase 2, then it must be the case that K was already incident to such an edge after
Phase 1 was completed.
We observe that at the time that we considered S during Phase 1, we already considered
both S1 and S2. So, it was already the case that K was incident to an edge in ES1 pTGq and
ES2 pTGq. Furthermore we claim that after Phase 1, K1S was not incident to any edge in ES2 pTGq.
Indeed, this is because K2S2 , and so K
1
S2 , is a strict descendant of K
1
S , and by Claim 5.4.4 we have
K2S2 XK1S “ S1 ‰ S2. However, the latter contradicts the maximality of ÝÑvSpK1Sq.
Proof of Property P-5.4.2. Finally, for any i ą 0, let us assume the existence of a minimal
separator S of Gi that is contained into Si. In particular, K
3
S is a descendant of Ki. We only need
to consider the following two cases:
• Case K3S ‰ K2S . Then, as we modified ES pTGq during Phase 3, we must have |S| ě 3 and
S is TG-convergent (cf. Invariant I2). It implies K
3
S “ Ki because we assume S Ď Si. In
this situation, K2S “ Kppiq. Furthermore, we recall that at the time we considered S during
Phase 3, S was not TG-convergent. So there is at least one edge in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq to which
Kppiq is not incident. In particular, such an edge is incident to Ki, and so, it is labeled by
a minimal separator of Gi. Overall, we obtain as desired that S is strictly contained into a
minimal separator of Gi.
• Case K3S “ K2S . Note that Kppiq is incident to an edge in ESi pTGq, and so to an edge inŤ
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq. However, at the time we considered S during Phase 2, we chose a K2S
that was not an ancestor of Kppiq (otherwise, this should have stayed so during Phase 3). In
particular, we chose a K2S that was not the least common ancestor of all the maximal cliques
incident to an edge in
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq. As a result, |S| ě 3 and S was TG-convergent.
We observe that in this situation, after Phase 2 was completed all the minimal separators
S1 containing S were TG-convergent. Therefore the set
Ť
S1,SĎS1 ES1 pTGq was not modified
during Phase 3. Since S Ď Si and K2S ‰ Kppiq, we so obtain K2S “ Ki. Furthermore, Kppiq is
not incident to all edges in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq (otherwise, during Phase 2 we could have chosen
K2S “ Kppiq). Overall, it implies that S is TG-convergent and, since Kppiq is not incident to
all edges in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq, S is strictly contained into a minimal separator of Gi.
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6 Step S.2: A family of subtrees for the Clique-Intersections
For every clique-intersection X P K pGq Y S pGq, we aim at computing a polynomial-size repre-
sentation of the family of all possible subtrees TxXy that we could encounter in a well-structured
4-Steiner root of G. – Our approach also works for weak minimal separators, however this is not
needed for our algorithm. – Correctness of this part mostly follows from Theorem 4.1.
In what follows, let TG be an arbitrary rooted clique-tree of G (i.e., not necessarily the one
computed in Sec. 5). We first focus on the case of minimal separators in Section 6.1, before
extending our results to the maximal cliques that are either leaf-nodes or internal nodes of TG
(Sections 6.2 and 6.3, respectively).
6.1 Case of Minimal Separators
We first prove that for any minimal separator S, the family TS of all the potential subtrees TxSy
has polynomial size. Moreover, we can enumerate all possible subtrees TxSy in polynomial time.
This result will be the cornerstone of all our other constructions in this part.
Theorem 6.1. Let S pGq be the set of all minimal separators in G “ pV,Eq. In Opn5mq-time we
can construct a collection pTSqSPSpGq such that, for any well-structured 4-Steiner root T of G, and
for any S P S pGq, TxSy is Steiner-equivalent to some subtree in TS.
Before proving this above theorem, let us describe the main difficulty we had to face on. Roughly,
given S P S pGq the difficulty in generating TS comes from the bistars, as a brute-force generation
of all possibilities would take time exponential in |S|. In order to remedy to that issue we use the
fact that in a well-structured 4-Steiner root of G, S-free vertices are leaves of such a bistar with
all of them, except maybe one, adjacent to the same central node. For a fixed placement of the
S-constrained vertices, this only gives us Op|S|q possibilities in order to place the S-free vertices.
Overall, we reduce the number of possible bistars to an Op|S|5q.
Proof. Let S P S pGq be fixed. Up to some pre-processing we will construct TS in Op|S|6q-time.
Since maxt |S| | S P S pGqu “ Opnq and řSPSpGq |S| “ Opmq [BP93], the latter will prove the
result.
Case diampTxSyq ď 2. Let us start with some easy cases. If |S| “ 1 then, it suffices to add a
single-node tree to TS . Similarly, if |S| “ 2 then, by Theorem 3.4, S must induce a path of length
at most k ´ 1 “ 3 in any 4-Steiner root of G with its two ends being the vertices of S. This gives
only Op1q possibilities to put into TS . Thus, from now on assume |S| ě 3. Given any 4-Steiner root
T of G, by Theorem 3.4 the subtree TxSy can only be a star or a bistar (but the latter only if S is
inclusion wise maximal in S pGq). Furthermore in the former case, all leaves in the star TxSy must
be in S, and the center node can either be in S or Steiner. Overall, this gives Op|S|q possibilities
of stars to put into TS , and so, this takes Op|S|2q-time.
Case diampTxSyq “ 3. We end up focusing on the case where |S| ě 3 and TxSy may be a bistar. In
what follows, the two central nodes of such a bistar will be always denoted by C pTxSyq “ tc0, c1u.
We will introduce the following additional terminology. A heavy part of S is any clique-intersection
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X Ă S such that |X| ě 3. A light part of S is any clique-intersection X Ă S such that |X| “ 2.
We prove the following intermediate claim (also used in other parts of the paper):
Claim 6.1.1. If TxSy is a bistar and C pTxSyq is a light part then, there is a heavy part that strictly
contains C pTxSyq.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction X “ tc0, c1u is a light part and no heavy part contains it. Let Ki
be any maximal clique such that X Ď Ki but S Ę Ki. Such a Ki always exists since otherwise,
taking the intersection of S with all the maximal cliques that contains X, one would obtain S “ X,
a contradiction. In this situation, X Ď Ki X S, and so X “ Ki X S since there is no heavy part
containing X. Furthermore we have Ki Ę S. Hence, there exists j P t0, 1u such that cj has a
neighbour in TxKiyzS (possibly, a Steiner node). By applying Lemma 3.2 to NTrcjs and TxKiy, we
obtain:
diampNTrcjs Y TxKiyq “ diampTxKiyq ď 4.
In particular, Ki Y RealpNTrcjsq is a clique of G. By maximality of Ki, RealpNTrcjsq Ď Ki.
However, there is at least one leaf in RealpNTrcjsqzX, that implies X Ă KiXS, a contradiction. ˛
Then, we divide the proof in two subcases. We stress that both subcases only depend on the
clique-arrangement of G, and are independent of any 4-Steiner root T — we use the existence of
such a root only for proving correctness of our construction.
• We first consider the particular subcase when there exists a heavy part X Ă S. In this
situation, X Ď NTrc0s or X Ď NTrc1s for any well-structured 4-Steiner root T of G where
TxSy is a bistar. Moreover, by Property P-3.4.2 of Theorem 3.4 either RealpNTrc0sq “ X
or RealpNTrc1sq “ X. Therefore, we can start choosing among Op|X|q possibilities the star
induced by X in T. W.l.o.g., c0 is the center of this star. The other center c1 must be either
a Steiner node adjacent to c0 (in T) or any vertex in Xztc0u. Hence, there are also Op|X|q
possibilities for c1. Finally, since we have RealpNTrc0sq “ X all the nodes in SzX must be
leaves adjacent to c1. Overall, this gives Op|S|2q possibilities of bistars to put into TS , and
so, this takes Op|S|3q-time1.
• From now on we assume that there is no heavy part. Following Definition 4.1 we process the
vertices in S according to the other clique-intersections in which they are contained.
Processing the internally S-constrained vertices. For any well-structured 4-Steiner root
T where TxSy is a bistar, by Claim 6.1.1, C pTxSyq “ tc0, c1u is not a light part. Furthermore,
given any light part X Ă S, we can prove that either X induces an edge of TxSy, or TxXy is
a non-edge star and X “ RealpNTrcjsq for some j (this also follows from Property P-3.4.2 of
Theorem 3.4). In this situation, we construct the subgraph I2: of which the vertices are the
internally S-constrained vertices, and the edges are the light parts.
Claim 6.1.2. If G has a 4-Steiner root T where TxSy is a bistar then, I2 has at most two
connected components. Specifically:
1. Either I2 is connected, there is a unique light part X such that TxXy is a non-edge
star, and all other light parts must be edges incident to the unique central node in
C pTxSyq zC pTxXyq.
1We will actually show in Lemma 6.3 this number of potential bistars can be reduced. However, we choose not to
include this improvement in this part of the proof in order to keep it as simple as possible.
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2. Or the connected components of I2 induce node-disjoint stars in TxSy.
Proof. The result is a consequence of the following case analysis:
– Assume there is a light part X Ă S such that TxXy is a non edge star and RealpNTrcjsq “
X. Two different situations might occur:
1. Situation # 1 (see Fig. 8): There is a light part X 1 ‰ X intersecting X. Since
the vertex in X 1 X X cannot be a leaf adjacent to cj (otherwise, we should have
X 1 Ď RealpNTrcjsq “ X, a contradiction), this must be c1´j . In particular, for
any light part X 1 ‰ X, TxX 1y must be an edge between c1´j and a leaf (thereby
implying X 1 XX ‰ H).
Figure 8: Situation 1: the subtree TxXy is drawn in bold. There are 3 other light parts represented
by dashed ellipses.
2. Situation # 2 (see Fig. 9): There is no other light part X 1 ‰ X intersecting X. Since
TxSyzNTrcjs is an independent set, any light part X 1 Ă S that does not intersect X
cannot be an edge. We so deduce that if such a X 1 exists then, RealpNTrc1´jsq “ X 1,
and so, there are no other light part in S than X and X 1.
Figure 9: Situation 2: the subtrees TxXy and TxX 1y are drawn in bold.
– Otherwise, each light part is an edge of TxSy that contains either c0 or c1, but not
both. Therefore, there is a one-to-one mapping between the connected components of
I2 and the nonempty sets among RealpNTrc0sqztc1u, RealpNTrc1sqztc0u. See Fig. 10 for
an illustration.
Figure 10: A case where all light parts must be edges.
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˛
Overall, Claim 6.1.2 reduces the placement of internally S-constrained vertices to the con-
struction of two stars in parallel, thereby giving Op|S|2q different possibilities.
Processing the pS,X1, X2q-sandwiched vertices. Then, we consider all the other S-
constrained vertices. By Lemma 5.2 in the previous Section, S is strictly contained into
exactly two maximal cliques, that we denote K and K 1. In particular, if v P S is pS,X1, X2q-
sandwiched then, either X1 “ K or X1 “ K 1. In the former case we call v K-dependent, and
in the latter case we call it K 1-dependent.
The following Claim 6.1.3 shows that it defines two equivalence classes:
Claim 6.1.3. Assume that G has a 4-Steiner root T where TxSy is a bistar, and let v P S be
not internally S-constrained. If v is K-dependent then, either v P C pTxSyq X C pTxKyq, or v
is a leaf of TxSy that is adjacent in T to the unique node in C pTxKyq.
In particular, a vertex v P S cannot be both K-dependent and K 1-dependent (unless it is also
internally S-constrained).
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 5.2, C pTxSyq “ tc0, c1u where C pTxKyq “ tc0u and C pTxK 1yq “
tc1u. Now, suppose by contradiction v is either c1 or a leaf adjacent to c1.
Let X2 P X pGq be such that v is pS,K,X2q-sandwiched. As we have X2 X S “ tvu, X2 is
contained into at least one maximal clique K2 that does not contain S. Furthermore, we can
assume w.l.o.g. K2 X S “ tvu since otherwise v is internally S-constrained, a contradiction.
Thus from now on we will assume X2 “ K2 is a maximal clique that does not contain S.
Let x P pK XX2qztvu. On one hand, x R K 1 (because x R S) and so, distTpx, c1q ě 3. On the
other hand, distTpx, c0q ď 2 because x P K. Altogether combined, distTpx, c0q “ 2 and the
unique xc1-path in T goes by c0. Note that it also implies that the unique xv-path in T goes
by the edge c0c1, hence distTpx, vq P t3, 4u.
Furthermore, let y P X2zK, that exists since we assume X2 to be a maximal clique. We prove
as a subclaim y R K 1. Indeed, by Theorem 2.4 there is an edge labeled by S in any clique-tree
of G. This edge must be KK 1, that implies there can be no edge in G between KzK 1 and
K 1zK. Since we have xy P EpGq, this proves our subclaim that y R K 1. In particular, we
also have distTpy, c1q ě 3. But then, since we must also have distTpx, yq ď 4, the yv-path in
T also goes by the edge c0c1 (otherwise, distTpx, yq “ distTpx, c1q ` distTpc1, yq ě 6). Since
distTpy, c0q ě 3 (because y R K) we so obtain that distTpy, c0q “ 3 and c1 “ v.
However, there exists z P S a leaf adjacent to c0. In particular, there exists a clique-
intersection X that contains all of x, y, z, v. As we assume v is not internally S-constrained,
S Ă X. This is a contradiction because we cannot have X “ K nor X “ K 1. ˛
Given a fixed placement of internally S-constrained vertices, by Claim 6.1.3 we can generate
all possible placements of the “sandwiched” vertices, as follows. We choose the central node
in C pTxKyq and the central node in C pTxK 1yq (there are Op|S|2q possibilities). Then, all
remaining K-dependent vertices, resp. K 1-dependent, must be added as leaves adjacent to
the unique node in C pTxKyq, resp. to the unique central node in C pTxK 1yq. Overall, we have
Op|S|2q ˆOp|S|2q “ Op|S|4q possibilities for positioning the S-constrained vertices.
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Processing the S-free vertices. However, each such a possibility does not quite define a
potential bistar for S as we also need to position the S-free vertices. By Theorem 4.1, we can
always assume the S-free vertices to be leaf-nodes with all of them except maybe one adjacent
to the same central node of TxSy. In particular, given a fixed placement of the S-constrained
vertices, there are Op|S|q possibilities in order to place the S-free vertices (specifically, we
choose among Op|S|q possibilities the unique S-free vertex that is not adjacent to the same
central node as the others, if any, as well as the central node to which all other S-free vertices
must be adjacent).
Summarizing, we only need to add Op|S|5q different trees in TS , that takes Op|S|6q-time.
Final comments. A careful reader maybe observed that in our above analysis we ignored
the complexity of several operations such as: computing the heavy parts and the light parts of
S, and in the same way computing the K-dependent vertices (resp. computing the K 1-dependent
vertices). By Theorem 2.5 we can first compute the clique-arrangement of G in polynomial time,
and then all these above operations can be easily done in polynomial time as well. However, in
order to prove that our algorithm truly runs in Opn5mq-time, one needs to show that performing
these above operations does not dominate the total running-time.
Claim 6.1.4. Assume that G has a 4-Steiner root T where diampTxSyq ď 3. Then, we have that:ÿ
XPX pGq:XĎS
|X| “ Op|S|q.
Proof. Since TxSy has Op|S|q nodes and Op|S|q edges, we only need to consider the clique-
intersections X Ă S such that TxXy is a non-edge star. We are done as there can only be at
most two such clique-intersections. ˛
This first result above tells us how to compute the light parts and heavy parts of S. Specifically,
we can simply enumerate all the clique-intersections X such that X Ă S, by using the clique-
arrangement of G. Furthermore if this enumeration takes more than Op|S|q-time then we can stop
as by Claim 6.1.4, S cannot be mapped to a bistar in any 4-Steiner root of G. Overall, all the light
parts and heavy parts of S can be enumerated in total time Op|S|q if the clique-arrangement of G
is given, that is in Opnq.
Claim 6.1.5. All the K-dependent vertices in S can be computed in total Opnm log nq-time.
Proof. For every clique-intersection X P X pGq, we compute XXS and XXK. This can be done in
Op|X|q-time assuming a trivial pre-processing in Op|S|` |K|q-time for marking all the vertices in S
and in K, respectively. Then, if 1 “ |XXS| ă |XXK| the unique vertex of XXS is K-dependent.
Conversely, it follows from the definition that any K-dependent vertex in S can be computed this
way. The total running time is in OpřXPX pGq |X|q “ Opn|X pGq |q. Since X pGq is exactly the
vertex-set of the clique-arrangement of G, by Theorem 2.5 we get Opn|X pGq |q “ Opnm log nq. ˛
We recall that there are Opnq minimal separators in G. Therefore our above approach only requires
a pre-processing in total Opn2m log nq-time, that is in opn5mq.
Remark 6.1. We only use the fact that S is a minimal separator when we process the so-called
“sandwiched vertices”. All other arguments in our proof stay valid for clique-intersections. Fur-
thermore, as already observed for Lemma 4.2, such “sandwiched vertices” do not exist in maximal
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Figure 11: An execution of the algorithm of Theorem 6.2. The minimal separator has size two and
induces a star. There is one simplicial vertex to add.
cliques. Therefore, we can also use the algorithm of Theorem 6.1 in order to generate, for any
maximal clique Ki without a Ki-free vertex, all possible subtrees TxKiy of diameter at most 3 in
any well-structured 4-Steiner root of G.
6.2 Case of a Leaf Node
In this section, we generalize the construction of Theorem 6.1 to the maximal cliques that can
be leaves in a rooted clique-tree. For that, we use a well-known decomposition of these maximal
cliques into a unique minimal separator and a set of simplicial vertices.
Theorem 6.2. Given G “ pV,Eq and a rooted clique-tree TG of G, let Ki P K pGq be a leaf. We
can construct, in time polynomial in |Ki|, a set Ti of 4-Steiner roots for Gi :“ GrKis with the
following additional property: In any well-structured 4-Steiner root T of G, there exists T 1i P Ti
Steiner-equivalent to TxKiy.
Proof. Let Kppiq be the father node of Ki. By Theorem 2.4, Si :“ KiXKppiq is a minimal separator.
We compute the family TSi given by Theorem 6.1. Then, in order to compute a candidate subtree
Ti, to be added into Ti, we consider all the subtrees TSi P TSi and we proceed as follows. We select
a node in TSi that we assume to be closest to C pTiq (hence, Op|V pTSiq|q “ Op|Si|q possibilities),
and we set its distance to the center (this can only be 0, 1 or 2). In doing so, we can assume C pTiq
to be added into TSi . Finally, the vertices in KizSi are all simplicial, and so, we can connect them
to C pTiq as explained in Lemma 4.3 (one possibility up to Steiner equivalence). Note that in doing
so, we may also obtain solutions Ti such that diampTiq ‰ 4, that we will need to discard. See
Fig. 11 for an illustration. Overall, |Ti| “ Op|Si||TSi |q “ Op|Si|6q.
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6.3 Case of an internal node
Given G “ pV,Eq chordal, let TG be an arbitrary rooted clique-tree of G and let Ki P K pGq be an
internal node of TG. We want to compute a polynomial-size representation for the family Fi of all
possible subtrees TxKiy in a well-structured 4-Steiner root of G.
Some preliminary observations. By Lemma 4.3 there always exists a root T where all Ki-free
vertices are leaves of TxKiy and connected to C pTxKiyq by a path of length two whose internal
node is Steiner. Thus, we can first assume for simplicity Ki does not contain any Ki-free vertex —
such vertices, if they exist, will be added at the end of the construction. Furthermore, as noticed
earlier (Remark 6.1) we can use the algorithmic proof of Theorem 6.1 in order to generate all the
subtrees TxKiy of diameter at most three to be added in Fi. Summarizing, as a consequence of
other results in this paper we are only interested in maximal cliques Ki with no Ki-free vertex and
in generating subtrees of diameter exactly four.
Organization of this part. Our main tool for this task is a careful analysis of the intersections
between the minimal separators in Ki (Section 6.3.1). Unfortunately, sometimes we cannot derive
from this information a polynomial bound on the number of possible subtrees. We identify the
only degenerate case when this cannot be done, and show how to handle with it, in Section 6.3.2.
Proposition 6.7 in Section 6.3.3 will summarize our results for this part.
6.3.1 Getting more from clique-intersections
We will use the following lemma in order to prove our first result in this section:
Lemma 6.3. Let G “ pV,Eq be strongly chordal, let S P S pGq, let K be a maximal clique containing
S and let R, c be such that R Ă S and either c P R or c is Steiner. We can compute in Opnm log nq-
time a node c1 with the following properties:
• For any well-structured 4-Steiner root T of G such that: TxSy is a bistar, c P C pTxSyq zC pTxKyq,
and RealpNTrcsq “ R, there exists a well-structured root T 1 with the same properties such that:
C pT 1xKyq “ tc1u, and distT 1pu, vq ě distTpu, vq for every u, v P V . Moreover, either T ”G T 1,
or
ř
u,vPV distT 1pu, vq ą
ř
u,vPV distTpu, vq.
In order to better understand the significance of Lemma 6.3, assume that TxSy should be a
bistar in the final solution we want to compute, and that we already identified one of its center
node c and the set of real nodes R to which this node must be adjacent. What this above property
says is that there is essentially one canonical way to compute the bistar given R and c. The more
technical condition distT 1pu, vq ě distTpu, vq is simply there in order to ensure that by doing so, we
cannot miss a solution of an intermediate problem we call Distance-Constrained Root (i.e., see
Section 7). Finally, our condition on the potential function
ř
u,vPV distT 1pu, vq increasing ensures
that we can repeatedly apply our “canonical completion” method for arbitrarily many minimal
separators S.
Proof. We define a node c1 R V zR (either in R or Steiner), as follows:
• If there exists a clique-intersection X Ă S such that X Ę R and X X pRztcuq ‰ H then, we
pick c1 P pX XRqztcu;
• Else, if there exists c1 P Rzc that is K-dependent (i.e., c1 is pS,K,X2q-sandwiched for some
X2 P X pGq) then, we output c1.
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• Otherwise, c1 is Steiner.
By using our previous Claims 6.1.4 and 6.1.5, we can compute the above c1 in Opnm log nq-time.
Correctness. In what follows, let T be any well-structured 4-Steiner root of G such that TxSy is
a bistar, c P C pTxSyq zC pTxKyq, and RealpNTrcsq “ R. Furthermore, let C pTxSyq “ tc, c2u. We
divide the proof into the following claims:
Claim 6.3.1. If there exists a clique-intersection X Ă S such that X Ę R and X X pRztcuq ‰ H
then, c1 “ c2.
Proof. As we have X Ę R and RealpNT rcsq “ R, X cannot contain any leaf node of TxSy adjacent
to c. Thus, the only possible node in pX XRqztcu must be c2. ˛
Claim 6.3.2. If there exists c1 P Rzc that is K-dependent then, c1 “ c2.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction c1 ‰ c2. In particular, since RealpNTrcsq “ R, c1 is
a leaf of TxSy that is adjacent to c. Let X2 P X pGq be such that c1 is pS,K,X2q-sandwiched and
let x P pK XX2qztc1u. As already proved for Claim 6.1.3, distTpx, c2q “ 2 and distTpx, cq “ 3. In
particular we have distTpc1, xq “ 4. Since we have c1, x P X2, we must have diampTxX2yq “ 4 and
the central node of TxX2y must be the central node onto the c1x-path in T, that is c2. However,
since K ‰ X2 (because S Ę X2) the latter contradicts Lemma 3.5. ˛
By Claims 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 we may assume from now on c1 to be Steiner. Assume c2 P R, i.e., c2
is not Steiner (otherwise, we are done). We now reuse a transformation that we introduced in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 (i.e., Operation 1 for v “ c2 and c). Specifically, we define Qc2 as the subtree
of T induced by the union of c2 with all the components of TzV pTxSyq that are adjacent to c2 and
do not contain any real node at a distance ď 4 from Sztc2u in T. We create a new tree T 1 by first
removing V pQc2qztc2u, then replacing c2 by the Steiner node c1, and finally adding a copy of Qc2
and the edge cc2. In doing so, we can only increase the distances in T
1 compared to T, and these
distances strictly increase at least between c2 and all the leaves of TxSy to which it was previously
adjacent.
R
x
y
z
cc 2
Figure 12: To the proof of Lemma 6.3.
Claim 6.3.3. T 1 keeps the property of being a well-structured 4-Steiner root of G
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Note that proving Claim 6.3.3 will prove the lemma.
Proof. This part of the proof closely follows Claim 4.3.1. First as our construction can only increase
distances in the Steiner root, we can easily deduce that:
@uv R E, distT 1pu, vq ě distTpu, vq ą 4.
However, we also need to check that conversely, distT 1pu, vq ď 4 for all uv P E. For that, we prove
as an intermediate subclaim that:
distTpRealpQc2ztc2uq, V zQc2q ą 4.
Indeed, suppose by contradiction there exist x P RealpQc2qztc2u, y P V zV pQc2q such that distTpx, yq ď
4. The unique xy-path in T goes by c2 (see Fig. 12 for an illustration). Furthermore by the definition
of Qc2 we have distTpx, Sztc2uq ą 4. But then since c2 P C pTxSyq we have distTpc2, Sztc2uq “ 1,
and so distTpx, c2q ě 4. It implies distTpx, yq ą 4, a contradiction.
This above subclaim implies that if distT 1pu, vq ą 4 for some uv P E then, c2 P tu, vu. In
order to prove that no such a pair uv can exist, and that T 1 is well-structured, we consider all the
clique-intersections X 1 that contain c2. There are three cases:
• Case X 1 Ă S. Then, either X 1 “ tc2u and we are done, or |X 1| ě 2. Furthermore in the latter
subcase we have X 1 Ď R (otherwise, this would imply the existence of a X as earlier defined,
that would contradict Claim 6.3.1). As a result we have TxX 1y “ T 1xX 1y.
• Case X 1 Ě S. We can observe that TxX 1y XQc2 “ tc2u since we proved above that we have
distTpRealpQc2ztc2uq, V zQc2q ą 4. In particular, T 1xX 1y is obtained from TxX 1y by replacing
c2 by a Steiner node (only if it were an internal node of TxX 1y) then, making of c2 a leaf.
Furthermore, since there is at least one leaf adjacent to each center node in TxSy, we can
prove as for Subclaim 4.3.1.2 that diampT 1xX 1yq “ diampTxX 1yq. As already observed in
Claim 4.3.1, it implies that all properties of Theorem 4.1 are preserved provided that c2 is
not X 1-free. So we only need to prove this is always the case. On one hand, c2 is not S-free
because c2 is not a leaf of TxSy and we assume T is well-structured. On the other hand, c2 is
not X 1-free for any X 1 Ą S, because c2 P S and |S| ě 3.
• Otherwise, in all other cases we prove T 1xX 1y “ TxX 1y. To see that, first note that it may
not be the case only if TxX 1y is not fully contained into Qc2 (and so, TxX 1y XQc2 “ tc2u).
We prove as a subclaim that if T 1xX 1y ‰ TxX 1y then, TxX 1y must intersect TxSyztc2u. Indeed,
otherwise TxX 1y must intersect some subtree T psubq of TzTxSy that is not in Qc2 . Let x P X 1X
T psubq. By the definition of Qc2 , there exists x1 P RealpT psubqq such that distTpx1, Sztc2uq ď 4
and there exists a xx1-path in T that does not go by c2. In particular, x1 must be adjacent in
G to all the vertices in S (otherwise, we could derive the existence of a clique-intersection X
as defined above, thereby contradicting Claim 6.3.1). Note that it implies distTpx1, c2q ď 2
because the unique path in T between x1 and any leaf adjacent to c must go by c2. Then,
x1 P K. Furthermore since distTpx, c2q ď 4 we obtain (by considering the median node of the
triple x, x1, c2) distTpx, x1q ď 4.
Let K2 be a maximal clique containing all of x, x1, c2. There are two cases.
– Assume first distTpx, Sztc2uq ą 4. Then, S Ę K2, and more specifically K2 X S “ tc2u.
It implies K2 ‰ K, and so c2 is pS,K,K2q-sandwiched, that contradicts Claim 6.3.2.
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– Otherwise, distTpx, Sztc2uq ď 4 and we may further assume x “ x1. However, by the
hypothesis S Ę X 1, X 1 Ę S resp., and so S XX 1 “ tc2u (otherwise, X “ S XX 1 would
falsify Claim 6.3.1). It implies v is pS,K,X 1q-sandwiched, that contradicts Claim 6.3.2.
Therefore, we proved our subclaim that TxX 1y must intersect TxSyztc2u. In fact, our proof
shows more generally that TxX 1y cannot intersect any subtree of TzTxSy with a node adjacent
to c2. Then, TxX 1y must intersect a real node in NTpc2qztcu “ SzR since otherwise, TxRy “
T 1xRy would imply TxX 1y “ T 1xX 1y, a contradiction. However in this situation, X :“ S XX 1
satisfies |X| ě 2, c2 P X and X Ę R, that contradicts Claim 6.3.1.
˛
The above case analysis ends up proving the claim, and so, the lemma.
We will also need the following useful result which we keep using throughout most of the
remaining proofs in this paper:
Lemma 6.4. Given G “ pV,Eq and T any 4-Steiner root of G, let X P X pGq and let S Ă X
be a minimal separator. If TxSy is a non-edge-star then, there exists c P NTrC pTxXyqs such that
RealpNTrcsq “ S.
Proof. Write C pTxSyq “ tcu. By Theorem 3.4, RealpNTrcsq “ S. Furthermore since by the
hypothesis TxSy has at least two leaves then, the unique path between at least one such a leaf and
C pTxXyq must pass by c. Since radpTxXyq ď 2, this implies distTpc, C pTxXyqq ď 1.
We now explain how to construct an important subfamily of Fi:
Lemma 6.5. Let Ki be a maximal clique of G “ pV,Eq with no Ki-free vertex. In Op|Ki|6 ¨
n3m log nq-time, we can compute a family Bi with the following special property: For any well-
structured 4-Steiner root T of G where for at least one minimal separator S Ă Ki, TxSy is a bistar,
there is a T 1 such that T 1xSiy ”G TxSiy, T 1xKiy P Bi and distT 1pr, VizSiq ě distTpr, VizSiq for every
r P V pTxSiyq.
Note that we do not capture all well-structured roots with this above lemma, but only those
maximizing certain distances’ conditions.
Proof. Let Ω pKiq Ď S pGq contain all the minimal separators in Ki. By Theorem 6.1, for any
S P Ω pKiq we can construct a family TS such that, in any TKi P Fi, we should have TKixSy is
Steiner-equivalent to some tree in TS . This takes total time Op|Ki|6|Ω pKiq |q “ Opn|Ki|6q. Fix
S P Ω pKiq (there are Opnq possibilities) and a bistar TxSy P TS (by Theorem 6.1, there are Op|S|5q
possibilities, that is in Op|Ki|5q). Note that in particular for Si Ď S, this will also generate all
possibilities for TxSiy.
Roughly we show that except in a few particular cases easy to solve, for every S1 P Ω pKiq there
is only one canonical solution in TS1 that is compatible with TxSy; moreover, this canonical solution
can be computed in Opnm log nq-time. For proving that, let us assume the existence of a 4-Steiner
root T of G that contains TxSy as a subtree. We may only consider those S1 P Ω pKiq that are not
contained into any other S2 P Ω pKiq. Indeed if S1 Ď S2 then, trivially TxS1y is forced by TxS2y.
Thus from now on, we assume S1 is inclusion wise maximal in Ω pKiq.
In what follows is a simple observation for the case S X S1 “ H (see also Fig. 13 for an
illustration).
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Claim 6.5.1. If SXS1 “ H then, TxS1y is a star with a Steiner central node. Moreover, the central
node of TxKiy must be Steiner.
S S'
Figure 13: An example where S X S1 “ H.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, C pTxKiyq Ă C pTxSyq, and so by Theorem 3.4, RealpNTrC pTxKiyqsq Ă S.
But then, TxKiyzNTrC pTxKiyqs is a collection of isolated leaves. The latter proves either S1 “ tvu
is a cut-vertex or TxS1y is a star with a Steiner central node in NTrC pTxKiyqs. In the former case
we so conclude that v is Ki-free by inclusion wise maximality of S
1 and by Lemma 4.2. Since
we assume there is no Ki-free vertex, this case cannot happen. Therefore, TxS1y is a star with a
Steiner central node in NTrC pTxKiyqs. Finally, the center of TxKiy must be also Steiner (otherwise
by Lemma 6.4, this vertex should be in S1). ˛
If S X S1 “ H then, by combining Claim 6.5.1 and Lemma 6.4 there is essentially one way to
insert S1 in TxKiy (i.e., we construct a star TxS1y with one Steiner central node, then we make this
central node adjacent to the Steiner central node of TxKiy).
For the remaining cases, we assume S1 X S ‰ H for any inclusion wise maximal S1 P Ω pKiq.
Several cases may arise:
• Case there exist u, v P S X S1 nonadjacent in TxSy (see Fig. 14 for an illustration). We prove
TxS1y is a bistar. Indeed, suppose by contradiction TxS1y is a star. Then, since u, v P SXS1 are
non adjacent, the center of TxS1y must be in C pTxSyq. This implies S1 Ă S, a contradiction.
Therefore, we proved as claimed TxS1y must be a bistar.
In this situation we must have SXS1 “ RealpNTrC pTxKiyqsq (e.g., see the proof of Lemma 5.2).
Since there exist u, v P SXS1 nonadjacent in TxSy, the central node of TxKiy can be uniquely
defined as the central node ci P C pTxSyq such that u, v P NTrcis. Finally, since RealpNTrcisq
is fixed by TxSy, by Lemma 6.3 this leaves at most one canonical possibility for the second
central node in C pTxS1yq, and so, at most one possibility for TxS1y.
u
v
S S'
Figure 14: Two bistars intersecting.
Note that we always fall in this case provided |S X S1| ě 3. So, we are left to study when
|S X S1| P t1, 2u.
• Case S X S1 “ tu, vu. We further assume uv P EpTxSyq (otherwise, we fall in the previous
subcase). Recall that we assume S1 Ę S. In particular, we must have SXS1 Ď NTrC pTxKiyqs.
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W.l.o.g., u P C pTxSyq (or equivalently, u must be the central node of TxKiy). Since S1 Ę S
and there is at least one leaf-node of TxSy that is a real node adjacent to u, we so deduce
that v is a leaf of TxSy (otherwise, we would have S X S1 ‰ tu, vu). Several situations force
TxS1y to be a star, for instance if:
– S1 is strictly contained into another minimal separator of G;
– GzS1 has at least three full components2;
– or RealpNTrusq ‰ tu, vu.
If such a situation occurs then, by Lemma 6.4, v must be the center of the star TxS1y, thereby
leaving only one possibility for TxS1y (i.e., see Fig. 15).
u
v
Figure 15: Star intersecting a bistar.
From now on assume that no minimal separator strictly contains S1, GzS1 has exactly two full
components andRealpNTrusq “ tu, vu. The subtree TxS1y is forced to be a bistar if there exists
at least one S2 P Ω pKiq inclusion wise maximal such that: S X S2 “ tvu (otherwise, TxS2y
should be an edge and, since we assume |S1| ě 3 this would imply S2 Ď S1 by Lemma 6.4, a
contradiction). Furthermore as explained in the previous case there is at most one canonical
possibility for the bistar TxS1y.
If no S2 as above exists then, TxS1y may be either a star or a bistar. We can bipartition all
the remaining minimal separators S2 P Ω pKiq that are inclusion wise maximal (including S1)
as follows: those containing v, and those that do not. Note that in the former subcase (which
includes S1) we have SXS2 “ tu, vu, whereas in the latter subcase SXS2 “ tuu. Furthermore
if SXS2 “ tuu then, TxS2y must always be a star with a Steiner central node that is adjacent
to u (to see that, recall that RealpNTrusq “ tu, vu, and so, TxS2y cannot be a bistar). In
particular, there is only one possibility for such a S2. However, the same as S1, for all other
S2 such that S X S2 “ tu, vu, TxS2y may be either a star or a bistar. The key observation
here is that TxS2y can be a star for at most one such a S2 (otherwise, by Lemma 6.4 there
would be two non-edge stars with the same center node v, that contradicts Property P-3.4.2
of Theorem 3.4). Summarizing, since all these sets S2zS are pairwise disjoint, we are left
with Op|Ki|q possibilities for the unique such S2 for which TxS2y is a star (if any); this choice
fixes the corresponding subtree for all the remaining minimal separators. See Fig. 16.
• Case S X S1 “ tvu. If v P C pTxSyq then, v P C pTxKiyq because we assume S1 Ę S. In
particular, the only possibility for TxS1y is a star with a Steiner central node that is adjacent
to v (recall that v is adjacent to at least one leaf in TxSy, and so, TxS1y cannot be a bistar).
2Equivalently, given any clique-tree TG of G we have |ES1 pTGq | ě 2.
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S
S'
S''
Figure 16: A case where there are two possibilities for TxS1y.
Assume for the remaining of the case v is a leaf of TxSy. As in the previous case, several
situations force TxS1y to be a star, like if:
– S1 is strictly contained into another minimal separator of G;
– GzS1 has at least three full components;
– or RealpNTrC pTxKiyqsq ‰ tvu.
Furthermore if such a situation occurs then, v must be a center node of the star TxS1y
(possibly, TxS1y is an edge), and so, there is only one possibility for TxS1y.
From now on assume no minimal separator strictly contains S1, GzS1 has exactly two full
components and RealpNTrC pTxKiyqsq “ tvu. In particular, the unique central node of TxKiy
is some Steiner node αi. We also consider all the other minimal separators S
2 P Ω pKiq in
the same situation as S1. As we only consider inclusion wise maximal elements S2 P Ω pKiq
intersecting S, we must have S X S2 “ tvu. However, unlike the previous subcase, in an
arbitrary well-structured T there may be several such S2 for which TxS2y is a star. We now
prove that up to local modifications of T, we can always assume there is at most one such S2
for which TxS2y is a star. Note that by doing so, we can conclude as for the previous subcase
about the number of possibilities for TxKiy.
v
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Figure 17: The transformation of an edge into a bistar.
Assume there exist Sij , Sik such that TxSijy, TxSiky are stars. Then, TxSijy, TxSiky must be
edges with a common end v (otherwise, one should be a non-edge star and so by Lemma 6.4,
either Sij Ă Sik or Sik Ă Sij , a contradiction). By inclusion wise maximality of Sij and Sik ,
there is at least one of these two separators whose intersection with Si is either empty or
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reduced to tvu. Assume w.l.o.g. this is the case for Sij and write Sij “ tu, vu. We first gain
more insights on the structure of TxKijy. For that, let Wij :“ VijzSij . Since v has a neighbour
in VizVij we must have distTpv,Wij q “ 4. This implies diampTxKijyq “ 4, distTpu,Wij q “ 3,
and all other real vertices of TxKijy must be leaves at distance two from C
`
TxKijy
˘
. See
Fig. 17 for an illustration.
We connect the unique node αij P C
`
TxKijy
˘
(which is Steiner) to αi and then, we remove
the edge uv. In doing so, we obtain a tree T 1 such that RealpT 1q “ V and T 1xSijy is a bistar.
Note that in particular, TxSiy “ T 1xSiy, that follows from Si X Sij Ď tvu. Furthermore we
claim that T 1 keeps the property of being a 4-Steiner root of G. There are two cases:
– Suppose by contradiction distT 1px, yq ď 4 for some xy R E. In particular, the unique
xy-path in T 1 must go by the edge αijαi. However since all neighbours of αi except v
and all neighbours of αij except u are Steiner nodes, we obtain that tu, vuXtx, yu ‰ H.
In particular if x P tu, vu then, y P Ki YKij , and so xy P EpGq. A contradiction.
– Conversely, suppose by contradiction distT 1px, yq ą 4 for some xy P E. In particular,
the unique xy-path in T must go by the edge uv. Therefore, there must be a maximal
clique K containing all of x, y, u, v. We have K R tKi,Kiju since distT 1px, yq ą 4. But
then by maximality of Sij , K XKi “ K XKij “ Ki XKij “ Sij and there are at least
three full components in GzSij . A contradiction.
So, we proved as claimed that T 1 keeps the property of being a 4-Steiner root of G. We
can prove in the same way that we have TxXy “ T 1xXy for every clique-intersection X R
tSij ,Ki,Kiju, that implies T 1 is well-structured. We end up observing distT 1pr,Wiq ě
distTpr,Wiq for every r P TxSiy by construction, where Wi :“ VizSi.
Then, we obtain the desired property by repeating this above transformation until there is at
most one S2 such that TxS2y is a star.
Overall, given a fixed TxSy we have at most Op|Ki|q possibilities for TxKiy. By Lemma 6.3, every
such a possibility can be computed in time Op|Ω pKiq |q ˆ Opnm log nq, that is in Opn2m log nq.
Overall, the total running-time is in Opn|Ki|5qˆOp|Ki|qˆOpn2m log nq “ Op|Ki|6 ¨n3m log nq.
6.3.2 A degenerate case
If there is no minimal separator S Ă Ki such that TxSy is a bistar then, we get much less information
on the structure of TxKiy. We identify the following as our main obstruction for bounding the
number of possible subtrees:
Definition 6.1. Given G “ pV,Eq and T a 4-Steiner root of G, let Ki P K pGq and let S Ă Ki be
a minimal separator of size |S| ě 2. We call TxSy a thin branch of TxKiy if we have:
• TxSyzC pTxKiyq is a connected component of TxKiyzC pTxKiyq;
• and there is no other TxS1y, S1 Ă Ki which both intersects C pTxKiyq and TxSyzC pTxKiyq.
The head of a thin branch is the node of TxSy that is the closest to C pTxKiyq.
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Figure 18: Examples of thin branches (represented by a dashed ellipse).
In order to understand the difficulties we met, assume on the way to construct TxKiy we correctly
identified C pTxKiyq and a minimal separator S for which TxSy must be a thin branch. We can prove
that TxSy must be a star (possibly, an edge). However, without any additional information, there
would be at least |S| ě 2 possibilities for C pTxSyq (e.g., see Figure 18). If there are p such minimal
separators S1, S2, . . . , Sp for which TxSjy must be a thin branch then, the number of possibilities
for TxKiy goes up to 2p at least.
Intuitively, our choice for TxSjy does not really matter as long as this does not violate any
distance’s constraints in the final solution we get. Guided by this intuition, we will sketch in
Section 8 a way to process all these Sj ’s – except maybe one – independently from each other. In
particular, for now we do not really need to “guess’ what will be exactly TxSjy in our final solution
but just to correctly certify it has to be a thin branch. Specifically, we prove the following result:
Lemma 6.6. Let Ki be a maximal clique of G “ pV,Eq with no Ki-free vertex. There exists a family
Di that can be computed in Opn|Ki|4q-time, and such that the following hold for any well-structured
4-Steiner root T of G:
1. If diampTxKiyq “ 4, and there is no minimal separator S Ă Ki such that TxSy is a bistar
then, we have: pT 1xYi Y C pT 1xKiyqy, C pT 1xKiyqq P Di for some T 1 ”G T and Yi Ď Xi;
2. Moreover, Si Ď Yi, and for any v P KizYi there is a minimal separator S Ď pKizYiqYC pTxKiyq
such that: v P S, and TxSy is a thin branch.
Proof. By the hypothesis we are left to compute the diameter-four subtrees where, for every minimal
separator S Ă Ki, TxSy has diameter at most two. For that, we only need to consider the subset Si
of all minimal separators S Ă Ki that are not strictly contained into any other minimal separator
in Ki. Furthermore, we recall that by the hypothesis there is no Ki-free vertex. In particular, every
S P Si has size at least two. This implies TxSy must be either an edge or a star. We now divide
the proof into several cases:
• Case there is a S P Si such that C pTxKiyq “ C pTxSyq. Note that in this case, TxSy must be
a non-edge star. Fix S P Si (there are Opnq possibilities) and one non-edge star TxSy
such that RealpTxSyq “ S (there are Op|S|q “ Op|Ki|q possibilities). By Lemma 6.4,
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RealpNTrC pTxSyqsq “ S. Therefore, there is at most one compatible solution for any other
S1 P Si, namely: if v P S X S1 is a leaf of TxSy then, TxS1y must be a star with v as a central
node (possibly, an edge); otherwise, TxS1y must be a non-edge star with a Steiner central
node α P NTpC pTxSyqq. See Fig. 19 for an illustration of that case.
S
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Figure 19: Case 1 of Lemma 6.6.
• Case there is no S P Si such that C pTxKiyq “ C pTxSyq. Fix ci P C pTxKiyq as being any ver-
tex of Ki or Steiner (this gives Op|Ki|q possibilities). There are several subcases:
– For S P Si of size |S| ě 3, the only possibility for TxSy is to be a non-edge star such
that (by Lemma 6.4) RealpNTrC pTxSyqsq “ S, and the center of TxSy must be adjacent
to ci. If in addition, there is a clique-intersection X Ă S, |X| “ 2 and ci P X then, the
center of TxSy must be the unique vertex in Xztciu. Otherwise, we claim that TxSy
must be a thin branch. Indeed, suppose by contradiction the existence of a S1 Ă Ki
such that TxS1y intersects both C pTxKiyq and TxSyzC pTxKiyq. As we assume S Ę S1,
we should have TxSy X TxS1y that is contained into the edge between ci and the central
node of TxSy. In particular, S1 Ę S (otherwise, this would contradict the non-existence
of a clique-intersection X as defined above). This implies TxS1y should be either a bistar
or a non-edge star such that C pTxKiyq “ C pTxS1yq. However, in both cases this would
contradict our hypothesis that no such S1 exist. Therefore, we proved as claimed that
TxSy must be a thin branch.
– Let S1, S2, . . . , Sq be minimal separators of size exactly two that are pairwise intersecting
into some vertex u ‰ ci. Then, their union must be a star: where the center is the unique
vertex u in
Ş
Sj , and RealpNTxKiyrusq “ tciu Y
´Ť
j S
j
¯
. In particular, TxSjy must be
an edge for every j.
– So, the only remaining subcase is a minimal separator S P Si such that: |S| “ 2, and
the intersection of S with any other minimal separator of Si is either empty or reduced
to ci. Then, TxSy must be a thin branch.
See Fig. 20 for an illustration of these subcases.
Finally, according to Definition 6.1, there may be at most one S such that SiXpSztciuq ‰ H
and TxSy must be a thin branch. Only for this S we generate all possibilities for TxSy, thereby
generating Op|S|q different pairs pTYi , ciq to add in the family.
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Figure 20: Case 2 of Lemma 6.6. Thin branches are identified by dotted rectangles.
6.3.3 The polynomial-time computation
Summarizing this section we get:
Proposition 6.7. Let Ki be a maximal clique of G “ pV,Eq. In Op|Ki|7 ¨ n3m log nq-time, we
can compute a family Fi with the following special property. For any well-structured 4-Steiner
root T of G, there exists a T 1 and a (not necessarily maximal) clique Yi Ď Ki such that pT 1xYi Y
C pT 1xKiyqy, C pT 1xKiyqq P Fi, and we have:
• Si Ď Yi and T 1xSiy ”G TxSiy;
• distT 1pr, VizSiq ě distTpr, VizSiq for any r P V pTxSiyq;
• For any v P KizYi there is a minimal separator S Ď pKizYiqYC pTxKiyq such that: v P S and
TxSy is a thin branch.
Moreover, Yi “ Ki if either diampT 1xKiyq ă 4 or there exists a minimal separator S Ă Ki such
that T 1xSy is a bistar.
Proof. If there are Ki-free vertices then, by using Lemma 4.3, there is essentially one canonical
way to add these vertices at the end of the construction. For that, it suffices to fix the center
of TxKiy which, as explained in the proof of Theorem 6.2, can only increase the total runtime
by a multiplicative factor in Op|Ki|q. Thus from now on we may assume that Ki has no Ki-free
vertex. Furthermore, we may also assume we already computed all the diameter-three subtrees to
add in Fi (i.e., see Remark 6.1). We explain in Lemma 6.5 how to compute the subfamily Bi of
all diameter-four subtrees where at least one minimal separator S Ă Ki has TxSy being a bistar.
Finally, Lemma 6.6 completes the construction of the family Fi.
7 Step S.3: Deciding the partial solutions to store
The next two Sections are devoted to the main loop of our algorithm proving Theorem B. Specifi-
cally, let TG be the rooted clique-tree we defined in Section 5. We consider all the maximal cliques
Ki that are internal nodes in TG, starting from the twigs (a.k.a., internal nodes whose all children
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nodes are leaves). For every such a Ki we must execute a same procedure: that corresponds to
Step S.3 of the algorithm, and is the main focus of this section.
During this procedure, we activate each child node Kij of Ki sequentially, by sending a message.
This activation message contains a series of constraints on the 4-Steiner roots of Gij that we want
to compute. Overall, after it has been activated, we complete Step S.4 for Kij (detailed in the next
Section 8) using the series of constraints it has received from its father node Ki. The output is a
set Tij of partial solutions whose size is polynomial in |Sij |. Finally, after we received Tij , we can
compute and send the activation message for the next child of Ki to be activated (if any).
As a way to formalize the constraints that we need to include in activation messages, we now
introduce the following problem:
Problem 3 (Distance-Constrained Root).
Input: a graph G “ pV,Eq and a rooted clique-tree TG, a maximal clique Kij , a tree TSij s.t.
RealpTSij q “ Sij , and a sequence pdrqrPV pTSij q of positive integers.
Output: Either a 4-Steiner root Tij of Gij s.t. TSij ”G TijxSijy and, @r P V pTSij q:
distTij pr, VijzSij q ě dr; Or K if there is no such a partial solution which can be ex-
tended to some well-structured 4-Steiner root T of G.
Theorem 7.1. Given G “ pV,Eq chordal and a rooted clique-tree TG as in Theorem 5.4, let Ki be
an internal node with children Ki1 ,Ki2 , . . . ,Kip. If we can solve Distance-Constrained Root
in time P pn, |Sij |q for some polynomial P then, we can compute in time Opn|Ki|5P pn, |Ki|qq a
family Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tip of 4-Steiner roots for Gi1 , Gi2 , . . . , Gip, respectively, such that:
1. For any j P t1, 2, . . . , pu, |Tij | “ Op|Sij |5q;
2. For any well-structured 4-Steiner root T of G, there exists a T 1 such that: TxKiy ”G T 1xKiy,
T 1xVijy P Tij for any j P t1, 2, . . . , pu, and (only if Ki ‰ K0) distT 1pr, VizSiq ě distTpr, VizSiq
for any node r P V pTxSiyq.
We postpone the proof that we can solve Distance-Constrained Root in polynomial time
to Section 8. This above result can be seen as a pre-processing phase for Ki, that is crucial in order
to bound the runtime of our algorithm by a polynomial. Note that the technical condition on the
nodes in TxSiy is simply there to ensure that when later in the algorithm, we will need to solve
Distance-Constrained Root at Ki, we cannot miss a solution.
The remaining of this subsection is now devoted to the proof of Theorem 7.1. We will use some
additional terminology that we define next:
Definition 7.1. Given G “ pV,Eq, let A,B, S Ă V satisfy A Y B “ V and A X B “ S. Two
trees TA, TB, where RealpTAq “ A and RealpTBq “ B, are compatible if TAxSy ”G TBxSy. Then,
TA d TB is the tree obtained from TA, TB by the identification of TAxSy with TBxSy.
In particular, assume G to be chordal and let TG be a rooted clique-tree of G. For any Ki P
K pGq, let Si :“ Ki XKppiq, let Vi :“ V pGiq and let Wi :“ VizSi. Given T, T 1 4-Steiner roots of G,
we say that T 1 is i-congruent to T if T 1 ”G TxV zWiy d T 1i , for some 4-Steiner root T 1i of Gi.
Note that in particular, any two Steiner roots of G are trivially 0-congruent (i.e., assuming
S0 “ H by convention). Finally in what follows we also use dTij prq as a shorthand for distTij pr,Wij q.
We observe that for any r P V pTxSijyq we have distTij pr,Wij q ď distTij pr,KijzSij q ď 4.
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Outline of the proof. We process the children nodes Kij sequentially by increasing size of the
minimal separators Sij . For that, we start constructing the family TSij of Theorem 6.1, and we
consider the subtrees TSij P TSij sequentially. We divide the proof into several cases depending on
|Sij | and on diampTSij q.
• If |Sij | ď 2 then, there can only be Op1q different possibilities for the pair TSij , pdrqrPV pTSij q.
We can solve Distance-Constrained Root for all these possibilities, thereby obtaining
the family Tij . However, for some reasons that will become clearer in Section 8, we only keep
in Tij the solutions which satisfy some local optimality criteria. See Section 7.1.
• The processing of the minimal separators Sij with at least three elements is more intricate
(Sections 7.2 and 7.3). For a fixed TSij we define an encoding with only |Sij |Op1q possibilities,
that essentially summarizes at “guessing” the central nodes of TxKiy and TxKijy. Then, we
show that only one solution per possible encoding needs to be stored in Tij . The correctness
of this part crucially depends on some additional distances’ constraints that are derived from
the smaller separators contained into Sij , and on Theorem 5.4. Indeed, our approach could
not work with an arbitrary rooted clique-tree.
7.1 Case diampTSij q ď 1.
In this situation, |Sij | ď 2 and so, there can only be Op1q possibilities for the distances’ constraints
pdrqrPSij . We can solve Distance-Constrained Root for all possible values, thereby obtaining
the family Tij . However, for reasons which will become clearer in the remaining of this Section and
in the proofs of Section 8, storing all these possibilities would increase the runtime of our algorithm.
We confront this issue with a local optimality criterion. Specifically:
Claim 7.1.1. Assume Sij “ tvu and let T pMqij P Tij maximize dT pMqij pvq. If T is a 4-Steiner root of
G and TxVijy P Tij then, TxV zWijy d T pMqij is also a 4-Steiner root of G.
˛
By Claim 7.1.1, we so conclude that if Sij is a cut-vertex then, we can keep exactly one solution
in the family Tij .
Claim 7.1.2. Assume Sij “ tu, vu. Let T be a 4-Steiner root of G such that TxSijy is an edge
and distTpv,Wij q ě distTpu,Wij q. Then, T 1 :“ TxV zWijy d T pvqij is also a 4-Steiner root of G,
where T
pvq
ij
P Tij is, among all solutions in this set such that TijxSijy is an edge and dTij pvq is
maximized, one maximizing dTij puq. Moreover, distT 1pv,Wij q ě distTpv,Wij q and distT 1pu,Wij q ě
distTpu,Wij q.
Proof. It suffices to prove distT 1pu,Wij q ě distTpu,Wij q. We first observe dT pvqij pvq ´ dT pvqij puq ď 1
because T
pvq
ij
xSijy is an edge. Therefore, there are two cases. Either distTpv,Wij q “ dT pvqij pvq was
already maximized, and so we have d
T
pvq
ij
puq ě distTpu,Wij q. Or dT pvqij pvq ě distTpv,Wij q ` 1, and
so d
T
pvq
ij
puq ě d
T
pvq
ij
pvq ´ 1 ě distTpv,Wij q ě distTpu,Wij q. ˛
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By Claim 7.1.2, if Sij “ tu, vu and TSij is an edge then, we only need to keep two solutions,
namely: among all those maximizing dTij pvq (dTij puq, resp.) the one maximizing dTij puq (dTij pvq,
resp.).
7.2 Case TSij is a non-edge star.
If |Sij | “ 2 then, as already observed in Section 7.1, there can only be Op1q different possibilities
for the constraints. We can solve Distance-Constrained Root for all possible values, thereby
obtaining the family Tij . Thus from now on we assume |Sij | ě 3.
Although there may be exponentially many possible sets of constraints in this case, we show
that only a few of the distances’ constraints we impose truly need to be considered by our algorithm.
Specifically, write C
´
TSij
¯
“ tcu. We consider all possible pairs of nodes ci, cij that are either in
Sij or Steiner. For every such a fixed pair, we are interested in the existence of (well-structured)
4-Steiner roots T of G such that: ci P C pTxKiyq X NTrcs and cij P C
`
TxKijy
˘ X NTrcs. In order
for our algorithm to decide whether such Steiner roots exist, we will prove that we only need to
consider the distances between Op1q nodes in TSij and Wij . – In particular, we will prove that we
only need to store Op1q partial solutions in Tij . – On our way to prove this result, we also use
various properties of 4-Steiner powers in order to impose additional distances’ constraints on the
solutions in Tij which we prove to be necessary in order to extend such a partial solution to all of
G. This second phase is crucial in proving correctness of our approach.
Overall, by Lemma 6.4, we can always relate any 4-Steiner root of G with a pair ci, cij as defined
above. Since there are Op|Sij |q possibilities for every of TSij , ci, cij , we are left with only Op|Sij |3q
different possibilities to store for stars.
Recall that TG is a rooted clique-tree of G as stated in Theorem 5.4. Before starting our analysis,
we need to derive a few properties from TG. Indeed, our approach could not work with an arbitrary
rooted clique-tree.
Claim 7.1.3. If Sij strictly contains a minimal separator of Gij then, in any 4-Steiner root T of
G, TxSijy is a bistar.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction TxSijy is a star. Any minimal separator of Gij that is strictly
contained into Sij should have size at most two. However, Property P-5.4.2 of Theorem 5.4 ensures
that all such minimal separators should have size at least three. A contradiction. ˛
By Claim 7.1.3, we may assume from now on that Sij does not strictly contain any minimal
separator of Gij (otherwise, TSij cannot be a star, and we are done with this case). We are now
left with two possibilities:
7.2.1 Subcase no minimal separator of Gij contains Sij .
Given any 4-Steiner root Tij of Gij where TijxSijy ”G TSij , we define an encoding as follows:
short´ encodepTij q :“ xc, cij , dTij pcq, dTij pcij qy,
where cij P C
`
TijxKijy
˘ X NTij rcs is arbitrary. The relationship between short encodings and
Distance-Constrained Root is discussed at the end of the section. First we prove the following
result:
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Claim 7.1.4. If short´ encodepTij q “ short´ encodepT 1ij q and T :“ T p0q d Tij is a 4-Steiner
root of G then, T 1 :“ T p0q d T 1ij is also a 4-Steiner root of G.
Proof. It suffices to prove dTij pvq “ dT 1ij pvq for every v P Sij . For that, we need to analyze the
possible intersections between Sij and the minimal separators in Kij . Recall that Sij is not a
minimal separator of Gij by the hypothesis.
• Moreover, assume cij ‰ c. By Lemma 6.4 we have RealpNTrcsq “ Sij . Combined with the
fact that a minimal separator of Gij can neither contain Sij nor be strictly contained into Sij
(Claim 7.1.3), this implies all the paths between Sij and Wij must pass by c, cij (see Fig. 21
for an illustration). In this situation, our partial encoding already contains all the distances’
information we need.
T<W >c cij i j
Figure 21: A schematic view of TxVijy.
• Otherwise, cij “ c. A simple transformation of the construction proposed in Lemma 4.3
shows that we can always assume the simplicial vertices among Sijztcu (in Gij ) to be leaves
adjacent to c in T . Namely, we can make all these vertices leaves of TxKijy in such a way
that they are connected to c via a path with one Steiner node. We complete this construction
by contracting each such simplicial vertex with its Steiner neighbour.
cij
S
S'
Figure 22: The case c “ cij . Two minimal separators S, S1 overlapping Sij are drawn in bold.
We end up showing that all the vertices in Sijztcu that are contained into another minimal
separator S of Gij are adjacent in T to some vertex in Wij (hence, their distance to this
set is known implicitly and does not need to be stored in the encoding). Indeed, since S
and Sij overlap, we cannot have TxSy is a bistar (otherwise, Sij Ď S by Lemma 5.2). In
particular: either TxSy is an edge with exactly one end in Sij ; or TxSy is a non edge star and,
by Lemma 6.4, the unique vertex in pSXSij qztcu is its center. See Fig. 22 for an illustration.
˛
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Finally given short´ encodepTij q, we can transform such a short encoding into the constraints
pdrqrPV pTij xSij yq where:
• dc “ dTij pcq
• If cij is a real node that is different than c then, dcij “ dTij pcij q;
• For all other nodes r P Sij :
dr “
#
dc ` 1 if c ‰ cij or r is simplicial in Gij
1 otherwise.
.
Note that in doing so, dc P t2, 3u and when it is defined dcij P t1, 2u. Overall, there are at most
22 “ 4 possibilities for a fixed pair TSij , cij . Furthermore, this above transformation is not injective,
and we can so obtain the same constraints for different short encodings (thereby further reducing
the size of Tij ). The reason why this does not matter is that assuming we made a correct guess for
short´ encodepTij q, we proved in Claim 7.1.4 that we have dTij prq “ dr for any r P V pTSij q. In
particular, if Tij can be extended to a 4-Steiner root of G then, so could be any partial solution T
1
ij
that would satisfy these above constraints as we would have dT 1ij
prq ě dTij prq for any r P V pTSij q.
7.2.2 Subcase a minimal separator of Gij contains Sij .
As for the previous subcase, we start introducing a short encoding then, we explain its relationship
with Distance-Constrained Root at the end of this section. The novelty here is that we need
to complete our encoding with additional distances’ conditions, that we will also use in order to
define our distances’ constraints in the input. Specifically, let us fix a pair ci, cij and let us only
consider the partial solutions Tij where TijxSijy ”G TSij and cij P C
`
TijxKijy
˘XNTij rcs. We set:
short´ encode´ 2pTij q “
”
xc, ci, dTij pcq, dTij pciqy
ˇˇˇ
dTij pvq, @v P Si X Sij
ı
.
In order to bound the number of possible such encodings, we prove that:
Claim 7.1.5. |Si X Sij | “ Op1q.
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 5.3, Sij must be weakly TG-convergent. Since we assume |Sij | ě 3, by
Property P-5.4.1 of Theorem 5.4, Sij is TG-convergent. Moreover since there is a minimal separator
of Gij that contains Sij , the maximal clique incident to all edges in
Ť
S1ij ,SijĎS1ij
ES1ij
pTGq must be
Kij . This implies that Si :“ Ki XKppiq cannot contain Sij . In particular, |Si X Sij | ď 2. ˛
This new encoding above may not be informative enough in some cases. We complete it with
additional distances’ conditions. Specifically, we consider all the other minimal separators Sik :“
KiXKik between Ki and one of its children nodes such that Sik Ă Sij . Note that since we assume
TSij to be a star, we must have |Sik | ď 2. There are two possibilities:
• If Sik “ tviku then, by Claim 7.1.1 there is only one solution left in Tik . Specifically, this
solution Tik P Tik maximizes dik :“ dTik pvikq. We are left ensuring dTij pvikq ą 4´ dik .
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c
ci
T<K \ S >i ij
Figure 23: To the proof of Claim 7.1.6.
• Otherwise, Sik “ tuik , viku. Then, TijxSiky must be an edge and we may assume w.l.o.g.
cij “ uik . We are left to ensure that dTij pvikq ě 2.
Claim 7.1.6. For any Tij that satisfies the above distances’ conditions, one of the following prop-
erties must be true:
1. Tij can be extended to a 4-Steiner root of G;
2. For any 4-Steiner root T 1ij of Gij such that short´ encode´ 2pTij q “ short´ encode´ 2pT 1ij q,
we cannot extend T 1ij to a well-structured 4-Steiner root of G.
Proof. See Fig. 23 for an illustration. Assume that there is a T 1ij as stated in the claim that can be
extended to a well-structured 4-Steiner root T 1 of G. In order to prove the claim, it suffices to prove
that T :“ T 1xV zWijy d Tij (or a slight modification of it) is also a 4-Steiner root of G. For that,
since EpGzWij qYEpGij q “ EpGq (all edges are covered), it suffices to prove distTpV zVij ,Wij q ą 4.
We start observing that according to Property P-5.4.2 of Theorem 5.4, there is a minimal separator
S1 of Gij that strictly contains Sij . Such a minimal separator S1 must induce a bistar in T 1 and T.
Then, as c must be the center of one of the two maximal cliques containing S1 (i.e., see Lemmata 5.2
and 5.3), we so obtain c ‰ ci. In particular, all the paths between Sij and KizSij will need to pass
by ci, and so:
distTpKizSij ,Wij q “ distT 1pKizSij ,Wij q ą 4.
We now prove as a subclaim that we also have distTpV zVi,Wij q “ distT 1pV zVi,Wij q ą 4. Indeed,
in order to have distTpu, vq ď 4 for some u R Vi, v P Wij , we need an intermediate node r P
TxSiy X TxSijy onto the unique uv-path in T. However, such a node r should be either c or in
Si X Sij . By definition of our short encoding, this would imply distT 1pu, vq ď 4, a contradiction.
We finally consider the other minimal separators Sik :“ Ki X Kik between Ki and one of its
children nodes that intersect Kij . We have Sij Ę Sik (otherwise, Sij could not be TG-convergent,
thereby contradicting Property P-5.4.1 of Theorem 5.4). Thus, |Sik X Sij | ď 2. Furthermore since
we have c ‰ ci, Lemma 6.4 implies that either Sik Ă Sij or Sik X Sij Ď tci, cu. In the latter case:
distTpWik ,Wij q “ distT 1pWik ,Wij q ą 4.
Thus from now on assume Sik Ă Sij (and so, |Sik | ď 2).
If Sik is a cut-vertex then, it follows from Claim 7.1.1 and the distances’ conditions satisfied by
Tij that we can always assume dTij pSikq ą 4´ distT 1pSik ,Wikq. In particular, distTpWik ,Wij q ą 4.
We end up with the case Sik “ tuik , viku. Then, TxSiky must be an edge and we may assume
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w.l.o.g. c “ uik . Since we assume TxSijy is a non-edge star, c is adjacent to some other leaf than
vik . In other words, distTpc, V zWikq “ 1 is minimized. Then, since we have distT 1pWik ,Wij q ą 4
we must have distT 1pc,Wikq “ 4 and so, distT 1pvik ,Wikq “ 3. It follows from Claim 7.1.2 and the
distances’ conditions satisfied by Tij that we can always assume distTpWik ,Wij q “ distT 1pvik ,Wikq`
dTij pvikq ě 3` 2 ą 4. ˛
Finally given short´ encode´ 2pTij q, we can transform such a short encoding into the con-
straints pdrqrPV pTSij q where:
• dc “ dTij pcq
• For any v P Sij X Si, dv “ dTij pvq.
• If ci is a real node that is not in Si Y tcu then, dci “ dTij pciq;
• If vik P Sik Ă Sij has a distance-condition then, dvik is set to the largest such condition.
• Finally, for all other nodes r P V pTSij q: dr “ 1 (trivial constraint).
For any fixed TSij the mapping ϕ : short´ encode´ 2pTij q Ñ xci, pdrqrPV pTSij qy is injective.
Moreover we proved in Claim 7.1.6 that, in any 4-Steiner root T of G, all the paths between TxSiy
and Wij must go by tc, ciuYpSiXSij q. Therefore, our short encodings always preserve a yes-instance
of Distance-Constrained Root at Ki provided one exists.
7.3 Case TSij is a bistar
We follow the same approach as in Section 7.2. In fact, the proof is a bit simpler in this case.
For instance by Lemma 5.2, in any 4-Steiner root T of G such that TxSijy ”G TSij , we must have
C
´
TSij
¯
“ tci, ciju where ci and cij are the unique central nodes of TxKiy and TxKijy, respectively.
Preliminaries. Before choosing our short encoding, we will need to prove some new properties
of the rooted clique-tree TG (given by Theorem 5.4).
Claim 7.1.7. Let Tij be a 4-Steiner root of Gij such that TijxSijy ”G TSij is a bistar. If Tij can
be extended to a 4-Steiner root of G then, all the vertices in NTij pciqztciju are simplicial in Gij
(hence, their distance to Wij is always equal to dTij pciq ` 1).
Proof. This may not be the case only if some of these vertices are contained into a minimal separator
S of Gij . Then, since NTij rcisztciju is a connected component of TijxKijyztciju, we should have
S Ď Sij . By Property P-5.4.2 of Theorem 5.4 we obtain that |S| ě 3. Furthermore, S Ă Sij because,
by Lemma 5.2, GzSij has exactly two full components. This implies that the only possibility for
TijxSy is a star; moreover, RealpNTij rcisq “ S by Lemma 5.3. However, by Property P-5.4.2 of
Theorem 5.4, there should exist a minimal separator of Gij that strictly contains S. As proved
in Lemma 5.3, S must be weakly TG-convergent. Hence, all edges in
Ť
S1,SĂS1 ES1 pTGq must be
incident to Kij . This implies that in fact, the bistars TijxS1y, S1 Ą S can only intersect in NTij rcij s.
So, RealpNTij rcij sq “ S, that is a contradiction since cij ‰ ci. ˛
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Claim 7.1.8. Let Tij be a 4-Steiner root of Gij such that TijxSijy ”G TSij is a bistar, and let T be
a 4-Steiner root of G extending Tij . One of the following conditions is true:
1. Either every real node in NTpcij q is simplicial in Gij or is adjacent in T to a vertex of Wij .
2. Or |SiXNTrcij s| ď 2, and in the same way |Sik XNTrcij s| ď 2 for any other child Kik of Ki.
Proof. Recall that according to Lemma 5.2, Sij is only contained into the maximal cliques Ki and
Kij . In particular if we prove K XK 1 Ď Sij for some tK,K 1u ‰ tKi,Kiju then, this inclusion is
strict. We implicitly use this fact in what follows. Specifically if Si Ď Sij (resp., Sik Ď Sij for
some child Kik of Ki, k ‰ j, or S Ď Sij for some minimal separator S of Gij ) then, we must have
Si Ă Sij (resp., Sik Ă Sij or S Ă Sij ).
For the remaining of the proof we may assume |NTrcij s| ě 3 (otherwise we are done). Our proof
is based on the following two observations:
1. By Property P-3.4.2 of Theorem 3.4, having |SiXNTrcij s| ě 3 (|SikXNTrcij s| ě 3, resp.) would
imply RealpNTrcij sq Ď Si (RealpNTrcij sq Ď Sik , resp.). Since NTrcij sztciu is a connected
component of TxKiyztciu, this would in turn imply Si Ă Sij (Sik Ă Sij , resp.). As a result,
we would have Si “ RealpNTrcij sq (resp., Sik “ RealpNTrcij sq).
2. By Property P-5.4.2 of Theorem 5.4 any minimal separator of Gij that is strictly contained
into Sij must have size at least 3, be TG-convergent, and be strictly contained into a minimal
separator of Gij . So, the only possibility for such a separator is also S “ RealpNTrcij sq.
If Sij contains a minimal separator S of Gij then, by the above two observations we cannot have
S “ Si, neither S “ Sik for any other child Kik of Ki (otherwise, S could not be TG-convergent).
In particular, we cannot have |Si XNTrcij s| ě 3, neither |Sik XNTrcij s| ě 3, and so we always fall
in Case 2 of the claim.
From now on we assume that Sij does not strictly contain any minimal separator of Gij . We
prove as a subclaim that either RealpNTrcij sq ‰ Si and RealpNTrcij sq ‰ Sik for any child Kik ,
or there is no separator of Gij that contains RealpNTrcij sq. Indeed, suppose by contradiction
RealpNTrcij sq “ Si and there exists a separator S1 of Gij that contains RealpNTrcij sq. It implies by
Lemma 5.3 Si is weakly TG-convergent but not TG-convergent, thereby contradicting Property P-
5.4.1 of Theorem 5.4. The proof for Sik is identical as the one above, thereby proving the subclaim.
Finally, let us assume either RealpNTrcij sq “ Si or RealpNTrcij sq “ Sik for some child Kik
(otherwise, according to our first observation above, we always fall in Case 2 of the claim). Since no
minimal separator of Gij can contain RealpNTrcij sq, we can reuse the same proof as for Claim 7.1.4
(Case c “ cij ) in order to prove that we always fall in Case 1 of the claim. Specifically, we end
up showing that all the vertices in NTpcij q that are contained into another minimal separator S of
Gij are adjacent in T to some vertex in Wij . Indeed, S and RealpNTrcij sq must overlap because
we assume S Ę Sij and RealpNTrcij sq Ę S. Then, we cannot have TxSy is a bistar (otherwise,
RealpNTrcij sq Ď S by Lemma 5.2). In particular: either TxSy is an edge with exactly one end in
NTrcij s; or TxSy is a non edge star and, by Lemma 6.4, the unique vertex in pS X Sij qztciju is its
center. ˛
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The encoding. For any 4-Steiner root Tij of Gij such that TijxSijy ”G TSij is a bistar, we include
in our short encoding the following information:
”
ci, dTij pciq, dTij pcij q
ı
and
#
only if |RealpNTij rcij sq| ď 2) dTij prq, @r P NTij rcij s
or (only if |Si XNTij rcij s| ď 2) dTij pvq, @v P NTij rcij s X Si
As usual, the relationship between this above encoding and Distance-Constrained Root is
made explicit at the end of the section. There are only Op1q possibilities for a fixed TSij . By
Theorem 6.1, we so obtain Op|Sij |5q different encodings. However, we need to complete this case
with similar distances’ conditions as for the star case (Section 7.2).
Additional conditions. Specifically, assume |RealpNTSij rcij sq| ě 3 and |NTSij rcij s X Sik | ď 2
for any other child Kik of Ki (otherwise, no additional constraint is needed). We consider all the
other minimal separators Sik :“ Ki X Kik between Ki and one of its children nodes such that
Sik Ď NTSij rcij s. In particular, |Sik | ď 2. There are two possibilities:
• If Sik “ tviku then, by Claim 7.1.1 there is only one solution left in Tik . Specifically, this
solution Tik P Tik maximizes dik :“ dTik pvikq. We are left ensuring dTij pvikq ą 4´ dik .
• Otherwise, Sik “ tuik , viku. We have Sik ‰ RealpNTij rcij sq. Then, the tree TSij xSiky must be
an edge and we may assume w.l.o.g. cij “ uik . We are left to ensure that dTij pvikq ě 2.
Claim 7.1.9. For any Tij that satisfies all of the above distances’ conditions, one of the following
properties is true:
1. Either Tij can be extended to a 4-Steiner root of G;
2. Or for any 4-Steiner root T 1ij of Gij with the same short encoding as Tij , we cannot extend
T 1ij to a well-structured 4-Steiner root of G.
Proof. Assume there is a T 1ij as stated in the claim that can be extended to a well-structured
4-Steiner root T 1 of G. In order to prove the claim, it suffices to prove that T :“ T 1xV zWijy d Tij
(or a slight modification of it) is also a 4-Steiner root of G. Equivalently, we are left proving that
distTpV zVij ,Wij q ą 4. By Theorem 4.1, we have distTpv,Wij q “ 2 ` distTij pci,Wij q and in the
same way distT 1pv,Wij q “ 2` distT 1ij pci,Wij q for any simplicial vertex v P Ki. In particular:
distTpv,Wij q “ distT 1pv,Wij q ą 4.
So, we are left to consider the other minimal separators Sik :“ KiXKik between Ki and any other
node (including its father node Kppiq). Note that Sik cannot both intersect NTpcij q and NTpciq
(otherwise, Sik “ Sij , thereby contradicting Lemma 5.2). Moreover by Claim 7.1.7, any real node
in NTpciqztciju is simplicial in Gij .
Let us first assume Sik X Sij Ď NTrcis. If ik ‰ i then, we have in this situation:
distTpWij ,Wikq “ mintdistTpWik , ciq ` distTij pci,Wij q,
distTpWik , cij q ` distTij pcij ,Wij qu,
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and in the same way:
distT 1pWij ,Wikq “ mintdistT 1pWik , ciq ` distT 1ij pci,Wij q,
distT 1pWik , cij q ` distT 1ij pcij ,Wij qu.
In particular:
distTpWij ,Wikq “ distT 1pWij ,Wikq ą 4.
Otherwise, ik “ i, and we also obtain that:
distTpWij , V zViq “ distT 1pWij , V zViq ą 4.
As a result, we are only interested in the situation SikXNTpcij q ‰ H – that implies Sik Ď NTrcij s.
We further assume |Sik | ď 2 since otherwise, we are done by Case 1 of Claim 7.1.8 and the fact
that Tij , T
1
ij
have the same short encoding. Then, there are two cases (i.e., exactly the same as for
the star case):
• Assume Sik “ tviku. If ik “ i then, the distance between vik and Wij is part of our short
encoding, and so we are done. Otherwise, as explained above (Section 7.1), we only kept in
Tik a partial solution Tik maximizing dik :“ dTik pvikq. In this situation, it follows from the
distances’ conditions over Tij that we have distTpWik ,Wij q ą 4.
• Otherwise, Sik “ tuik , viku. Recall that Sik Ă Sij . We may further assume |RealpNTrcij sq| ě 3
and Si ‰ Sik (otherwise, the encoding already includes the distance to Wij from any node in
TxSiky, and so we are done). Thus, TxSiky must be an edge and we may assume w.l.o.g. cij “
uik . Since we assume |RealpNTrcij sq| ě 3, cij is adjacent to some other real node than vik . In
other words, distTpcij , V zWikq “ 1 is minimized. Then, since we have distT 1pWik ,Wij q ą 4
we must have distT 1pcij ,Wikq “ 4 and so, distT 1pvik ,Wikq “ 3. It follows from Claim 7.1.2
and the distances’ conditions over Tij that we can always assume distTpWik ,Wij q ą 4.
˛
Finally, an encoding for bistars is transformed into distances’ constraints as follows:
• If dTij prq is included in the short encoding then, dr :“ dTij prq. In particular, this will be the
case for ci, cij .
• If vik P Sik X Sij needs to satisfy some specified distance-condition then, dvik is set to the
largest such a condition.
• For all other vertices v P Sij , dv “ 1 (trivial constraint).
For any fixed bistar TSij the mapping from the encodings to the distances’ constraints is bijective.
Indeed, in order to prove it is the case, the only difficulty is to prove that we can correctly identify
from the constraints the nodes ci, cij . Since we will always impose dcij ď 2 whereas dci ě 3, this is
always possible.
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8 Step S.4: The dynamic programming
In what follows, let ||G|| :“ řKiPKpGq |Ki|. For a chordal graph, ||G|| “ Opn`mq [BP93]. We can
now state the core result of this paper:
Theorem 8.1. Let G “ pV,Eq be strongly chordal, let TG be a rooted clique-tree as in Theo-
rem 5.4 and let Ki P K pGq. There is some polynomial P such that, after a pre-processing in time
Opn||Gi||5P pnqq, we can solve Distance-Constrained Root for any input TSi , pdrqrPV pTSi q in
time OpP pnqq.
Theorem 8.1 proves Theorem B directly. Note that we made no effort in order to improve the
running time in our analysis. A very rough analysis shows that we have P pnq “ Opn15q.
Proof of Theorem 8.1. If Ki is a leaf of TG then, we construct the family given by Theorem 6.2.
We only keep the trees Ti P Ti that satisfy the additional constraints we have. Thus from now on,
assume Ki is an internal node with children Ki1 ,Ki2 , . . . ,Kip .
Preprocessing. Let Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tip be as in Theorem 7.1. By induction on TG, the computation
of all the Tij ’s requires total preprocessing time
řp
j“1Opn||Gij ||5P pnqq, and
řp
j“1Op|Sij |5P pnqq
additional time. We also need to construct the family Fi of Proposition 6.7, that takes Op|Ki|7 ¨
n3m log nq-time. – Recall that the elements in Fi are of the form pTYi , Ciq where Yi Ď Ki and Ci
must represent the center of TxKiy (missing vertices of KizYi are supposed to be located in thin
branches, see Lemma 6.6). – Overall, if we assume w.l.o.g. that P pnq “ Ωpn4m log nq then, this
pre-processing phase takes total time:
pÿ
j“1
Opn||Gij ||5P pnqq `
pÿ
j“1
Op|Sij |5P pnqq `Op|Ki|7 ¨ n3m log nq
“ OpnP pnq ¨
pÿ
j“1
||Gij ||5q `Opp|Ki|5P pnqq `Opn|Ki|5P pnqq
“ OpnP pnq ¨ p||Gi||5 ´ |Ki|5qq `Opn|Ki|5P pnqq
“ OpnP pnq||Gi||5q.
Answering a query. In what follows let TSi and pdrqrPTSi be fixed. Recall that for everypTYi , Ciq P Fi we have Si Ď Yi, and so, we can check whether TSi ”G TYixSiy. This takes to-
tal time Op|Si||Fi|q “ Opn|Ki|9q. Then, we consider each pTYi , Ciq P Fi that passes this first test
above sequentially. Simply put, we use a series of filtering rules in order to greedily find a solution
to Distance-Constrained Root, or to correctly conclude that there is none.
Assume first Yi “ Ki (no thin branch). For every r P TSi we check whether we have:
distTYi pr,KizSiq ě dr
(otherwise, we violate our distances’ constraints). We will assume from now on it is the case. In
the same way, for every rij P TYixSijy, j P t1, 2, . . . , pu, we only keep in Tij those solutions Tij such
that we have:
distTYi pr, rij q ` dTij prij q ě dr.
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Overall, since |Tij | “ Op|Sij |5q “ Op|Ki|5q, this new verification phase takes total timeOpp|Si||Ki|5q “
Opn|Ki|6q. Furthermore in doing so, we ensure that any 4-Steiner root of Gi that we can obtain from
TYi and the remaining solutions in the Tij ’s will satisfy all our distances’ constraints. Conversely,
if no such a solution can be found then, we can correctly report that our distances’ constraints
cannot be satisfied in any well-structured 4-Steiner root of G (by Theorem 7.1).
We now introduce another filtering rule, quite similar as the one above, that we will keep using
throughout the remaining of the proof. Specifically, for every j P t1, 2, . . . , pu and rij P TYixSijy,
we assign some value `ij prij q that intuitively represents the distance of rij to VizVij . Every time
the rule is applied, we discard all solutions Tij P Tij such that dTij prij q ` `ij prij q ď 4. We set
initially `ij prij q :“ distTYi prij ,KizSij q and we apply the rule. Overall, updating (initializing, resp.)
the values `ij for every j takes time
řp
j“1Op|Sij |q “ Opn|Ki|q. Applying the rule takes timeřp
j“1Op|Sij ||Tij |q “
řp
j“1Op|Sij |6q “ Opn|Ki|6q.
In what follows, we explain how to greedily construct a solution (if any), starting from Ti :“ TYi .
The procedure is divided into a constant number of phases. Every time we complete one of these
phases, we need to apply this above filtering rule.
• Phase 1: Processing the cut-vertices. We consider all the indices j P t1, 2, . . . , pu such that
Sij “ tvu is a cut-vertex. By Claim 7.1.1 there is exactly one solution left in Tij . We add it
to the solution, i.e., we set Ti :“ Ti d Tij . Furthermore, for every k P t1, 2, . . . , puztju and
rik P TYixSiky (possibly, rik “ v) we set `ikprikq :“ mint`ikprikq, distTYi prik , vq` dTij pvqu. We
end up applying the filtering rule above.
• Phase 2: Processing the edges. We consider all the indices j P t1, 2, . . . , pu such that Sij “
tu, vu and TYixSijy is an edge. The following claim shows that we can proceed similarly as for
Phase 1 provided we know which among u or v will be closest to VizVij . Therefore, computing
this information is the main objective of this phase.
Claim 8.1.1. Assume Sij “ tu, vu. Let T be a 4-Steiner root of G such that TxSijy is an
edge and distTpu, V zVij q ě distTpv, V zVij q. Then, T 1 :“ TxV zWijy d T pvqij is also a 4-Steiner
root of G, where T
pvq
ij
P Tij is, among all solutions in this set such that T pvqij xSijy is an edge
and d
T
pvq
ij
pvq is maximized, one maximizing d
T
pvq
ij
puq.
Proof. By maximality of d
T
pvq
ij
pvq the resulting T 1 would not be a 4-Steiner root of G only if
distTpu, V zVij q ` dT pvqij puq ď 4. But then, since dT pvqij pvq ´ dT pvqij puq ď 1 (because TxSijy is an
edge), one would obtain distTpu, V zVij q “ distTpv, V zVij q and distTpv, V zVij q ` dT pvqij pvq “ 5.
In particular, we should have in the original Steiner root T:
mintdistTpu,Wij q, distTpv,Wij qu ě dT pvqij pvq.
As T
pvq
ij
maximizes d
T
pvq
ij
pvq and, under this latter condition, d
T
pvq
ij
puq is maximized, we obtain
that d
T
pvq
ij
puq ě distTpu,Wij q ě dT pvqij pvq. ˛
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By Claim 8.1.1 we are left to decide which amongst u or v will minimize its distance to VizVij
in the final solution. If either u or v has a real neighbour in TizSij then, we are done. Thus
from now on we assume this is not the case.
There may be several other indices k such that Sik “ Sij . As an intermediate step, we explain
how to merge the solutions in Tij and in Tik into a new set T 1ij when this happens. For that,
we consider all the Tij , Tik sequentially. We put Tij d Tik into T 1ij if and only if we have
mintdTij pvq ` dTik pvq, dTij puq ` dTik puqu ą 4. If so then, dTijdTik puq “ mintdTij puq, dTik puqu,
and in the same way dTijdTik pvq “ mintdTij pvq, dTik pvqu. Overall, since there are at most
two solutions stored in each of Tij and Tik , this takes constant-time. We end up applying
Claim 7.1.2 in order to replace Tij by the at most two best solutions in T 1ij . By repeating this
above procedure, we can assume w.l.o.g. that there is no other index k such that Sik “ Sij .
We may further assume that there is no index k such that Sik “ tuu (Sik “ tvu, resp.) for
otherwise we already ensured at the last step dTik puq “ 4 (dTik pvq “ 4, resp.). Then, let us
assume distTipu, Ciq ď distTipv, Ciq (u is closer than v to the center of TYi). In most cases,
u will be the closest to VizVij . Indeed, as we assume v has no real neighbour in TizSij , it is
a leaf in TYi . Therefore, a necessary condition for having v closer than u to VizVij is that
there exists another minimal separator Sik containing v. Let us assume from now on that
such a separator Sik exists (otherwise we are done). Since v is a leaf, this implies Sij Ă Sik .
In particular, as we also assume u and v have no real neighbour in TizSij , TYixSiky must be
a bistar. We divide our analysis in several subcases:
– Subcase Sij “ C pTYixSikyq. Both u and v should have a real neighbour in TizSij . A
contradiction.
– Subcase Ci “ tuu. By Claim 7.1.7, v is simplicial in Gik . This proves u will be closest
than v to VizVij in this subcase.
– Otherwise, as u minimizes its distance to the center we must have C pTikxKikyq “ tuu
(this can only be true for at most one index ik). Note that v is the only leaf of TYixSiky
that is adjacent to u. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, v is the only real neighbour of u in
any Tik P Tik and v must stay the only real neighbour of u in Ti. This implies that we
always have dTik puq “ 2. We must ensure that the solution Tij P Tij that we will choose
satisfies dTij puq ě 3. Conversely, among all the partial solutions in Tij that satisfies this
necessary condition, we can always choose the one Tij maximizing dTij pvq.
• Phase 3: Processing the bistars. We consider all the indices j P t1, 2, . . . , pu such that TYixSijy
is a bistar. Let Ci “ tciu and let C
`
TYixSijy
˘ “ tci, ciju. We keep only the solutions Tij P Tij
such that C `TijxKijy˘ “ tciju. Then, we have by Claim 7.1.7 dTij pvq “ dTij pciq ` 1 for any
v P NTipciqztciju. So, we would like to pick Tij P Tij that maximizes dTij pciq. We prove next
that except for one case easy to solve, we can always choose greedily an arbitrary partial
solution Tij which maximizes dTij pciq. Indeed, the only case where we cannot do that w.l.o.g.
is when there exists another minimal separator Sik such that TYixSiky XNTYi rcij sztciu ‰ H.
In fact, as by Lemma 5.2 we will always have dTij pcij q “ 2 (for any choice for Tij ), we are
only interested in the case when Sik X
`
NTipcij qztciu
˘ ‰ H. Then, Sik Ď NTircij s. We may
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further assume diampTYixSikyq ě 2 (otherwise, due to Phases 1 and 2, this was already taken
into account). There are two cases:
– Assume |Sik | ě 3. By Claim 7.1.8 and its proof, this implies that there is only one
possibility for dTij prq, for every r P TYixSijy. Specifically (Case 1 of the claim), dTij pcij q “
2, and for every u P NTYixSij ypcij q either dTij puq “ 3 or (if and only if u belongs to a
minimal separator of Gij ) dTij puq “ 1. So, in this situation, there is only one solution
stored in Tij , and we need to pick this one.
– Otherwise, |Sik | “ 2. Then, we impose different properties on the partial solution Tij to
choose. Specifically, we will show that we can always choose greedily any solution Tij
which maximizes
ř
rPNTi rcij s dTij prq. For that, we start deriving some necessary condi-
tions on the valid partial solutions Tik which we may choose later during the algorithm.
We recall that diampTYixSikyq ě 2, and so TYixSiky is a non-edge star with central node
cij . By Prop. P-3.4.2 of Theorem 3.4, it implies that cij is Steiner and RealpNTircij sq “
Sik . Furthermore, by Lemma 5.3, Sik is weakly TG-convergent. Since Sik Ą Sij , this
implies that no minimal separator of Gik can strictly contain Sik . By Prop. P-5.4.2
of Theorem 5.4, we so obtain the stronger property that no minimal separator of Gik
can contain Sik (i.e., we fall in the situation described in Sec. 7.2.1). By Lemma 3.5,
we must also impose cij R C pTikxKikyq. Therefore by Lemma 6.4, there must exist a
node cik P NTik pcij q X C pTikxKikyq (possibly, cik P Sik). Altogether combined, we fall
in Case 1 of Claim 7.1.4, namely: dTik pcij q “ dTik pcikq ` 1; and for every v P Sikztciku,
dTik pvq “ dTik pcikq ` 2. In particular, we must have dTik pcikq “ 2 (otherwise, we would
get dTik pcij q ` dTij pcij q “ 4, regardless of our exact choice for Tij ). Then, dTik pcij q “ 3,
and for every v P Sikztciku, dTik pvq “ 4.
If we knew cik in advance then, we could choose any partial solution Tij such that
dTij pcikq ě 3. Since we do not have this information, we prove the existence of a
partial solution Tij such that, for any v P Sik , we have dTij pvq ă 3 if and only if
dT 1ij
pvq ă 3 for any partial solution T 1ij . Specifically, we prove that any Tij which
maximizes
ř
rPNTi rcij s dTij prq has this property. For that, let us fix such a solution Tij
and let v P Sik be such that dTij pvq ă 3 (if any). Then, there must be a minimal separator
S Ă Kij such that v P S. Note that we cannot have S Ď Sij (otherwise, by Prop. P-5.4.2
of Theorem 5.4 we have |S| ě 3, but then we also have S Ď RealpNTircij sq “ Sik and
|Sik | “ 2, a contradiction). So, there are only two possibilities:
∗ If Sik Ę S then, in any T 1ij , the only possibility for TijxSy is to be a star of which v
is a central node (possibly, TijxSy is an edge). In particular, we have that dT 1ij pvq ď
distT 1ij
pv, SzSij q “ 1 ă 3.
∗ Otherwise, Sik Ď S. Since S Ę Sij we have in fact Sik Ă S, and so, in any T 1ij , we
must have T 1ijxSy is a bistar. By the hypothesis we have dTij pvq ă 3, that is possible
only if C `TijxSy˘ “ tcij , vu. Then, by maximality of řrPNTi rcij s dTij prq, v must be
the vertex outputted by the canonical completion method of Lemma 6.3 (applied
to S,K,R “ Sik and cij , where S “ K X Kij ). Conversely, by the intermediate
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Claims 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 we obtain that in any T 1ij , we also have C
´
T 1ijxSy
¯
“ tcij , vu.
As a result, dT 1ij
pvq ă 3.
Finally, as in the two previous phases, for every k P t1, 2, . . . , puztju and rik P TYixSiky we
update `ikprikq and then, we end up applying the filtering rule above.
• Phase 4: Processing the stars. We finally consider all the indices j P t1, 2, . . . , pu such that
TYixSijy is a star. Let C
`
TYixSijy
˘ “ tcu. We divide the analysis in two subphases:
– Subphase 4.a: Processing a star when c P Ci. As a guidance towards our next choices,
we start analyzing the possibilities we still have among Tij :
Claim 8.1.2. The following properties are true for any Tij P Tij :
1. diampTijxKijyq “ 4;
2. and the unique center node vj P C
`
TijxKijy
˘
is either in SijzCi, or it is a Steiner
node. Moreover:
(a) if vj P Sij then, vj is a leaf of TYi;
(b) and for every r P TYixSijy, dTij prq “ distTij pr, vjq ` dTij pvjq.
Proof. We show that assuming any of these above properties does not hold, some dis-
tances’ constraints would be violated w.r.t. our previous choices in the other Phases,
and so, we should have discarded Tij when we applied the filtering rule. Suppose by
contradiction diampTijxKijyq ă 4. Then, the only possibility is diampTijxKijyq “ 3,
and so, c P C `TijxKijy˘. However, the latter would contradict Lemma 3.5 as we already
assume c P Ci. Therefore, diampTijxKijyq “ 4, thereby implying C
`
TijxKijy
˘ “ tvju for
some vj .
By Lemma 6.4, RealpNTij rcsq “ Sij and c P NTij rvjs. Thus, either vj is Steiner, or
vj P Sij . Furthermore if vj P Sij then, vj P SijzCi (otherwise, this would contradict
Lemma 3.5). As every real node adjacent to vj in TYi should be in Kij , and we have
Ki XKij “ Sij , we so obtain that vj P Sij ùñ vj is a leaf-node of TYi .
Finally, we prove that for every r P TYixSijy, dTij prq “ distTij pr, vjq ` dTij pvjq. Suppose
for the sake of contradiction that it is not the case. We recall that by Lemma 6.4 we
have RealpNTij rcsq “ Sij . This implies that TYixSijyztvju is a connected component
of TijxKijyztvju. In particular, there must exist a minimal separator S of Gij that
intersects TYixSijyztvju (otherwise, the equality dTij prq “ distTij pr, vjq ` dTij pvjq would
hold for any node r P TYixSijy). By Claim 7.1.3, S Ć Sij . So, we are only left with two
subcases:
∗ Subcase Sij Ď S. By Property P-5.4.2 of Theorem 5.4 we can assume w.l.o.g.
S strictly contains Sij . However, this would imply TijxSy is a bistar, and so, by
Lemma 5.3, c would also be in C `TijxKy˘ for some maximal clique K in Gij . A
contradiction.
∗ Subcase Sij Ę S. Then, Sij X S Ď tc, vju. Note that in particular, all vertices in
Sijztc, vju are simplicial in Gij . For the remaining of this subcase we assume c P S
(otherwise we are done). Let C be the connected component of GijzS containing
SijzS. We upper bound the distances in Tij as follows:
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· We prove as a subclaim that all the paths between CzSij and SijzS of length at
most four must go by vj . Indeed, suppose by contradiction this is not the case.
In particular, there exist some vertex u P CzSij that is adjacent to a vertex of
SijzS in G and a uSij -path that does not go by vj . Then, as all vertices in SijzS
are simplicial in Gij , we must have u P Kij , and the path between u and SijzS
goes by c. However, we have u P Kij ùñ distTij pu, vjq ď 2. Since we suppose
that the path between u and Sij does not go by vj , we obtain distTij pu, cq “ 1,
and so u P Sij . A contradiction.
· Finally, we must have distTij pc, VijzNGij rSijzSsq ě 4 (otherwise we would get
distTij pSijzS, VijzNGij rSijzSsq ď 4, a contradiction). We are done in this sub-
case as we always have dTij pcq ď 1` dTij pvjq ď 4.
Overall, since we reached a contradiction in both subcases, we proved as claimed that
for every r P TYixSijy, dTij prq “ distTij pr, vjq ` dTij pvjq. ˛
For any Tij P Tij , let vj be as defined in Claim 8.1.2. Let Sik ‰ Sij be unprocessed (in
particular, TYixSiky is a non-edge star). Since either vj is Steiner or vj is a leaf of TYi , we
have vj R TYixSiky. Furthermore for every r P TYixSijy, dTij prq “ distTij pr, vjq`dTij pvjq.
This implies that w.r.t. Sik , any solution Tij that maximizes dTij pC
`
TijxKijy
˘q would
be a best possible choice – i.e., regardless of our exact choice for vj . However, we also
need to account for the other indices k such that Sik “ Sij .
Ti
Ti
Ti
Ti
Ti
j
j
j
j
1
2
3
4
Figure 24: An illustration of Phase 4.
Let J “ tj1 | Sij1 “ Siju. One should ensure that in the solutions Tij1 , j1 P J that we will
choose, the center nodes vj1 in Tij1 xKij1 y will be pairwise different. Furthermore, since
all the vj1 ’s are pairwise at distance two, there can be at most one jmin P J such that
dTijmin
pvjminq “ 1. See Fig. 24 for an illustration. In order to satisfy all these constraints,
while ensuring that such a jmin does not exist if it is possible, we make a reduction to
Maximum-Weight Matching [DPS18].
1. Specifically, let SteinerrJs :“ tαj1 | j1 P Ju be a set of Steiner nodes. We construct
a bipartite graph BippSij q with respective sides J and pSijzCiq Y SteinerrJs.
2. For every j1 P J and v P SijzCi, there is an edge j1v if there exists a Tij1 P Tij1
such that C
´
Tij1 xKij1 y
¯
“ tvu. Furthermore if such a Tij1 exists then, we choose
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one maximizing dTi
j1
pvq and we assign the weight dTi
j1
pvq to the edge j1v (this can
either be 1 or 2).
In the same way, there is an edge j1αj1 if there exists a Tij1 P Tij1 such that the unique
node in C
´
Tij1 xKij1 y
¯
is Steiner. Furthermore if such a Tij1 exists then, we choose
one maximizing dTi
j1
pC
´
Tij1 xKij1 y
¯
q and we assign the weight dTi
j1
pC
´
Tij1 xKij1 y
¯
q
to the edge j1αj1 .
3. We compute a matching in BippSij q of maximum total weight. This takes Opn5{2q-
time [DPS18]. By construction, such a matching should contain an edge incident to
every j1 P J , and its total weight should be either 2|J | ´ 1 (if jmin exists) or 2|J |.
For every j1 P J , we pick a solution Tij1 corresponding to the edge incident to j1 in the
matching. Then, as in all previous phases, we end up applying our filtering rule above.
– Subphase 4.b: Processing a star when c R Ci. This situation can happen only if diampTYiq “
4. Then, the unique node ci P Ci is a neighbour of c in Ti (by Lemma 6.4). We may
further assume that, if RealpNTircisq is a minimal separator S then, we already handled
with S during the previous subphase. Similarly, we already handled with any minimal
separator strictly contained into Sij , strictly containing Sij resp., during the previous
phases. Hence, the unique path in Ti between TYixSijy and any other TYixSiky that we
did not process yet goes by ci. We are left with finding a solution Tij P Tij maximizing
dTij pciq. However, as in the previous subphase we also need to account for the other
indices k such that Sik “ Sij .
Let J “ tj1 | Sij1 “ Siju. We may assume |J | ě 2 since otherwise, we are done by taking
any solution Tij P Tij that maximizes dTij pciq (i.e., as explained above). If furthermore
|Sij | “ 2 then, we can select the partial solutions Tij1 , j1 P J by using a similar merging
process as the one discussed in Phase 2 for the edges. Thus, let us assume from now on
|Sij | ě 3. Since Sij must be weakly TG-convergent (Lemma 5.3), and so, TG-convergent
(Property P-5.4.1 of Theorem 5.4), it implies that, for any j1 P J , there can be no
minimal separator of Gij1 that contains Sij . However, an additional difficulty compared
to the previous subphase is that now the center c of the star can also be in C
´
Tij1 xKij1 y
¯
.
So, we need to modify our approach in the previous subphase as follows:
1. We first choose the unique j0 P J such that c P C
´
Tij0 xKij0 y
¯
(if any). Then, we
choose a corresponding solution in Tij0 among Op|Sij0 |5q “ Op|Ki|5q possibilities.
Overall, there areOpn|Ki|5q possibilities. We test each such a possibility sequentially
(including the case where no such a j0 exists).
2. Assume for this step that we fixed a value for j0 (if we test for the case where no
such a j0 exists then, we can go directly to the next step). By Claim 7.1.4, the
following property holds for any v P Sijztcu: either v is simplicial in Gij0 (and
so, dTij0
pvq “ 3), or dTij0 pvq “ 1. In the former case we discard all solutions
Tij1 P Tij1 , j1 P Jztj0u such that dTij1 pvq ă 2 whereas in the latter case, we discard
all solutions Tij1 P Tij1 , j1 P Jztj0u such that dTij1 pvq ă 4.
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3. Finally, we apply our reduction to Maximum-Weight Matching (from the pre-
vious subphase) in order to pick the solutions Tij1 P Tij1 for every j1 P Jztj0u.
Indeed, we observe that for every j1 P Jztj0u, we will always obtain dTi
j1
pciq “
2` dTi
j1
pC
´
Tij1 xKij1 y
¯
q P t3, 4u. Therefore, our choice for the partial solutions Tij1
will ensure that dTi
j1
pciq is maximized (w.r.t. our choice for j0 and Tij0 ).
4. Overall, among all the valid solutions computed (for any possible choice of j0 and
Tij0 ), we keep the one maximizing minj1PJ dTij1 pciq.
This last phase concludes the algorithm.
In order to complete the proof, let us finally assume Yi ‰ Ki (there are thin branches). Then,
Ci “ tciu. We consider all the minimal separators Sj1 , Sj2 , . . . , Sjq Ď pKizYiq Y tciu sequentially.
For every ` P t1, 2, . . . , qu we must have TxSj`y is a thin branch, and so, a star. We so have
Op|Sj` |q “ Op|Ki|q possibilities. Furthermore, since according to Definition 6.1 there can be no
minimal separator Sik which intersects both Sj` and KizSj` , any solution Tj` P Tj` that maximizes
dTj` pciq would be a best possible choice. This latter case ressembles to the situation we met in
Subphase 4.b. We can solve it by using the same tools as for this subphase. Specifically:
1. We consider each possibility for the star TxSj`y sequentially;
2. Given a fixed TxSj`y, every minimal separator Sik Ă Sj` must be either a cut-vertex or induce
an edge (otherwise, we can discard this possibility for TxSj`y). Then, we can process such
minimal separators Sik as in Phases 1 and 2 above.
3. We end up applying the same procedure as for Subphase 4.b. in order to select the partial
solutions Tij1 such that Sij1 “ Sij . Namely, this procedure combines a brute-force enumeration
with our reduction to Maximum-weight Matching.
4. Overall, among all the valid solutions computed, we keep the one maximizing dpciq. Then,
we can apply our filtering rule above.
Once we applied this above procedure to all the thin branches, we can reuse our previous four-phase
algorithm in order to process all the other minimal separators.
9 Conclusion
There are essentially two dominant approaches in order to solve k-Leaf Power and k-Steiner
Power in the literature. The first one, and by far the most elegant, is based on structural charac-
terization of the corresponding graph classes [BL06, BLS08]. Unfortunately such characterizations
– mostly based on forbidden induced subgraphs – look challenging to derive for larger values of
k. Furthermore, some recent work suggests that even a nice characterization of k-leaf powers (k-
Steiner powers, resp.) by forbidden induced subgraphs might not be enough in order to obtain a
polynomial-time recognition algorithm [Laf17].
The second approach consists in a clever use of dynamic programming. Although this approach
is much less satisfying on the graph-theoretic side, it may be more promising than the first one.
For instance, the only known algorithms so far for recognizing 5-leaf powers and 3-Steiner powers
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are based on this approach [CK07]. Unfortunately, standard dynamic programming techniques are
challenging to apply as the value of k increases, which is probably why no improvement has been
obtained for this problem for over a decade – until this paper.
We propose several new avenues for research on dynamic programming algorithms for k-leaf
powers and k-Steiner powers. In particular, we hope that our structural analysis of these roots
– based on a renewed interest for clique-intersections – can be helpful in order to generalize our
algorithmic framework to larger values of k. Some of our side contributions, especially the design
of a problem-specific clique-tree and our greedy procedures in order to select partial solutions, can
also be of independent interest for future research on this topic.
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